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SPRING REPORT 

March through May, 1982 

There is a difference of opinion in Nova Scotia as to whether we 
have a short winter and a long spring or a long winter and a short 
spring. Hugh MacLennan maintained that there were only two seasons 
here - winter and summer - and this year he would have been about 
right; there were snowbanks still around in April, the danger of frost 
by night is barely over and yet now, June 5, the air is balmy, the 
countryside richly clothed in green and everything capable of bloom
ing, fully out, in fact, the Indian Pear blossoms have come and gone, 
giving way to wild cherry and apple along the roadsides, Rhodora in 
the old over-grown pastures - and this year the spruces are loaded 
with cones. 

The country is incredibly beautiful and bountiful--but what is 
our more immediate concern, the migratory birds are back, in spite of 
the long cold spring all of our native species, many of them in good 
numbers and some definitely on territory. 

The lists contained a few rarities this spring (always fewer 
than in the fall): a probable Thayer's Gull is a highlight. Add to 
that the Ivory Gull, the Eurasian Green-winged Teal and two European 
Wigeon, and remember the arctic-type winter we had~ Reports of the 
Lesser Black-backed Gull are increasing, there seem to be three now in 
this vicinity and they are turning up in other parts of the Northeast
ern Maritime Region. We have been warned of the possibility of a 
Lesser-Black-backed-Herring-Gull hybrid. Herons and egrets provided 
some excitement this season, largely because of a widespread shower of 
Snowys, occasionally accompanied by a Great Egret or a Little Blue 
Heron. This may be the result of good breeding success of these big 
waders on their more northerly-extended range. Among the shorebirds 
(few of which touch our shores in spring) were two wanderers: a Ruff 
in partial breeding plumage and a pair (male and female) of Wilson's 
Phalaropes in full breeding plumage, both of which species spent a 
few days at the SW end of the province. 

There is increasing interest in, and amazement at the variety of 
water birds now breeding in the Amherst-Point-Lusby-Marsh area, large
ly due, according to Con Desplanque, to the work of Ducks Unlimited-
opening up new ponds frequently which seem very attractive to the 
ducks and relatives. Not only Gadwall, Pintail, American Wigeon, 
Shoveler, Redhead, Ring-necked and Ruddy Duck (to name the newer ones) 
have bred there, but Pied-billed Grebes, Gallinules and Coots. 

Owl sightings have remained high throughout the spring. First 
sightings of the Northern Harrier (Marsh Hawk) in SW Nova Scotia were 
unusually numerous and about 4-1 in favor of adult males, which was 
very unusual. We are seeing more Mourning Doves and Pileated Wood
peckers; fewer (still) Nighthawks and Chimney Swifts; and among the 
passerines, the Winter Wren. The newcomer winter finches, the Card
inal and the House Finch, are present in small numbers but have made 
little progress towards establishing a permanent population. One last 
effect of our "Winter of the Snows", was the southerly route taken by 
the migrating Fox Sparrows in April this year--they would have starved 
to death trying to fly over via the Isthmus! 

Summer is almost here, let us see what it will bring. 
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The list of contributors to the above full and interesting re
cord of the spring birds in Nova Scotia is as follows: 

Charles R.K. Allen (CRKA); Daryl Amirault (DA); Peter J. Austin
Smith (PJA-S); H.S. Bennett (HSB); Pat and Bob Caldwell (P&BC); Maggie 
C. Cheesman (MCC); Roland D. Chiasson (RDC); Ralph Connor (RC); Fran 
Cook (FC); Otis Cossitt (OC); G. Crowell (GC); M. Crowell (MC); Brian 
Dalzell (BO); Judy Dean: Delisle K. d'Entremont (DKd'E); Elizabeth 
d'Entremont; Flavien d'Entremont (Fd'E)' Onil d'Entremont(Od'E); Ray
mond S. d'Entremont (RSd'E); Evelyn, Brad and Tony Dobson (Dobsons); 
Phyllis R. Dobson (PRO); Allison Ferguson (AF); Stephen P. Flemming 
(SPF); Bernard L. Forsythe (BFL); E. Foy (EF); Graham Fraser (GF); 
Roberta B. Fraser (RBF); Sylvia J. Fullerton (SJF); J. Gardner (JG); 
Joy Gates; Anthony Glavin (AG); Edgar and Vernita Hamilton (E&VH); C. 
Harris, Barbara Hayward (BH); Barbara Hinds; Frank Hennessey (FH); 
Marion W. Hilton (MWH); Peter Hope (PH); Hedley E. Hopkins (HEH); 
Maude Jodrey (MJ); Roy John (RJ); Ralph S. Johnson (RSJ); Keith N. 
Keddy (KNK); Charles F.L. Kelsey (CFLK); Fred Kenney (FK); I.R. 
Kirkham; Fulton L. Lavender (FLL); C.S. MacDonald (CSM); Dianne Mac
Donald; Clifford MacIntyre (CM); Ian A. McLaren (IAM); James McLaren 
(JM); M. R. Maclean (MRM); Sara Maclean (SM); Edie M. Macleod (EMM); 
Peter Macleod (PM); Roslyn MacPhee (RM); Greta Macpherson (GM); J. 
McNicol; E. MacRury (EM); Steve Manuel; Reg. J. Melanson (RJM); 
Reiner, Sandra and Jan Meyerowitz (Meyerowitzes); Lynn and John Mills 
(L&JM); T. Morgan; Jean and Bill Morse (J&BM); Ethelda Murphy; Larry 
E. Neily (LEN); Margaret A. Nickerson (MAN); Neil vanNostrand; Arthur 
E. Patton (AEP); Ken Peters (KP); Eric Porter (EP); Joyce Purchase 
(JP); Annie K. Raymond (AKR); Mary Lou Raymond; Marion Reardon; 
Herbert and Olive Ritcey (H&OR); Hilda Robbins; Frank F. Robertson 
(FFR); Sue Rose (SR); Eric and Barbara Ruff (E&BR); L.A. Rutherford 
(LAR); Barry C. Sabean (BCS); Nellie Snyder (NS); Edgar P. Spalding 
(EPS); Arthur Spencer (AS); Clarence Stevens II; Richard B. Stern (RBS) 
Karl and Wendie Tay (K&WT); Stuart I. Tingley (SIT); Tony Troicnk; 
W. E. Whitehead (WEW). 

Many of the birding areas in Nova Scotia "crop up" regularly in 
the reports. To prevent repetition of the locations of these areas 
in the body of the text, we include this list of references: 

Yarmouth Co. 

Shelburne Co. 

Queen's Co. 

Lunenburg Co. 

Halifax Co. 

Digby Co. 

Colchester Co. 

Annapolis Co. 

Kings Co. 

Cumherland Co. 

APBS 
JLNWA 
CBHNP 
cc 

South Belleville, Surette's Is., Arcadia, Abram's 
River, Pinkney's Point, Tusket, Cranberry Head, 
Eel Brook 

Cape Sable Is., Matthews Lake 

Port Joli, Port Hebert, Caledonia 

Cherry Hill, Broad Cove, Petite Riviere, Green Bay, 
Crousetown, Crescent Beach, Bayport, Lower LaHave 

Three Fathom Harbour, Conrad's Beach, Lawrencetown, 
Cole Harbour, Mooseland, Rocky Run, Conrad's Road, 
Queensland 

Brier Is., Smith's Cove 

Economy, Brule, Bass River 

Wilmot, Round Hill, Paradise 

Wolfville, Greenfield, Melanson, Canard 

Lusby Marsh, Upper Nappan 

Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary 
John Lusby National Wildlife Area 
Cape Breton Highlands National Park 
Christmas Counts 
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BIRD REPORTS 

LOONS and GREBES 

There was no scarcity of the COMMON LOON in early spring this 
year: 65+, Green Bay and Cherry Hill, March 18-21, singles, pairs and 
small groups of 3-4 (Cohrs); 50 from Hartlen Point to Cow Bay March 
13; 25, Cow Bay to Cole Harbor, March 21 and 40 in the Conrad's Beach
Lawrencetown area, April 10 (FLL). Wendy Tay reports them plentiful 
in the Musquodoboit Harbor-Ship Harbor region during the same period. 
Some were in full breeding plumage by mid-March and PRD reports them 
settling in at Eel Lake during May with regular midnight serenades. 

RED-THROATED LOONS were still around in mid-May~ Fulton Lavender 
reported one in partial breeding plumage at Lawrencetown, May 15, and 
Bernard Forsythe saw 2 at Evangeline Beach on the 16th. Four were 
seen flying past Seal Island, May 21-24 (IAM). 

RED-NECKED GREBES, scarce in the southwest were as usual plenti
ful in the Halifax region: 69 at Chebucto Head, March 6 (RJ) and 40 
at Cow Bay, April 11 (FLL). Brian Dalzell noted 9, March 18, in 
Shelburne Harbor, and there were 6 off Brier Is., May 1-2; 3, there, 
May 8 (EPS,SIT). They were coming into breeding plumage by mid-April 
(SC, RSd 'E) . 

HORNED GREBES too were more numerous to the northeast: 40+ at 
Green Bay, March 18 (Cohrs), 30+ at Duncan's Cove, March 14 (LAR,MRM). 
All had apparently departed by about mid-April, except for one strag
gler at Brier Is., May 8 (LAR,MRM). 

PIED-BILLED GREBES began to show up at APBS by April 25, when 3 
were seen there. By May 8, there were 20 and by May 16 they had in
creased to 40 (CD). The only record from anywhere else is on, at 
East Ferry, Digby Neck May 16 (LEN,PM) 

-CRKA, Ed. 

TUBENOSES, GANNETS, CORMORANTS 

Three NORTHERN FULMAR were seen on Georges Bank on May 6--by 
May 15 there were several hundreds present (RdeE). A storm-exhausted 
GREATER SHEARWATER was reported from Marion Bridge, Feb. 24 (HDH). 
Raymond d'Entremont also saw a WILSON'S STORM PETREL on Georges Bank, 
April 18, but noted no more in the next eight days. He remarks that 
the middle of May is their more normal arrival time. 

The northward movement of the NORTHERN GANNET was well underway 
by mid-March and certainly continued into late May with considerable 
numbers (up to 150 in 2 hours) reported passing the usual observation 
points--off Halifax Hbr., Green Bay, Brier Is., Seal Is., etc. Four
teen reports were received including those from DA, JL&JSC,FdE,RJ,FLL. 
Two, perhaps anomalous reports from Brier Is, (EDS,RBS,SIT) tell of 
small numbers, mostly adults, flying southward on the seaward side of 
the island from 7-10 May and 100+, mostly adults, flying west on the 
7th. 

It is hard to tell from the 15 reports received whether there 
were more or fewer GREAT CORMORANTS in the province than in the winter 
past. At any rate, up to 23 were in Halifax Hbr., Apr. 9-20, and 
only a scattering in May. The resident population of Brier Is. was 
more than 100 (in March?) and 20+ were reported from St. Marys Bay 
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lighthouse, Digby Co., Mar. 21 as well as lesser numbers elsewhere 
(RED,RJ,FLL,ER,NS). One noted as "the first of the season" was at 
St. Esprit in the last week of March (RM). Certainly the DOUBLE
CRESTED CORMORANT was back in good numbers in early April - 22 at 
LaHave on April 3, 70 at the Pictou causeway on Apr. 9, and 35 at 
Hartlen Point on Apr. 11 (RBD, CD,HEH,RJ,FLL,JP,NS). 

- LBM, Ed. 

HERONS AND ALLIES 

A GREAT BLUE HERON on Brier Is. between Jan. 1-13 was not pre
viously reported (RD). Another on Mar. 3 & 6 around Pubnico could 
have been the bird seen there in Feb. (last issue). A probable spring 
arrival at Pembroke Shore, Yar. Co., on Mar. 18 (PRD), was closely 
followed by individuals at Brier Is. on Mar. 20 and at Summerville 
Beach & Port Latour on Mar. 21. Only 5 more were reported before 
month's end and only as far up-province as Enfield by the 27th. The 
first C.B. bird was at Glace Bay oh I.Apr. 5 (EM). There was under
standable paucity of reports (7, of 14 birds) for the first week of 
April, but the colony on Lawlor's Is., Halifax, was active by Apr. 11 1 
and reports of 5 or more birds were regular after mid-Apr. An"odd 
occurrence" is recounted by ER, who saw a heron contend with a gust, 
end up in water up to its neck, then wade ashore! 

Two, possibly 3, GREEN HERONS were on Seal Is. on May 21-25. 
Adult LITTLE BLUE HERONS were seen on Brier Is. on May 1 (EPS,SIT) 
and near Riverport on May 8 (NS). The only CATTLE EGRET was a bird 
clearly photographed (date?) for the Liverpool "Advance" at Mersey 
Pt. (clipping sent by RSJ). GREAT EGRETS were seen at Lr. LaHave on 
Apr. 11 (L,JL&JSC), near Port Morien on Apr. 15 (FFR) and later 
(m. obs.}, around Sunday Pt., Yar. Co., ori Apr. 30 (MWH,ER), at 
Queensport, Guys. Co., on May 1 (J.Mitchell), near Wilmot on May 11 
(PM,LEN), and on Seal Is., on May 21. SNOWY EGRETS came in the larg
est ever numbers. Interestingly, the earliest were in C.B.: the 
first rescued from the snow on Apr. 10, at St. Esprit by R. & s. 
Meyerowitz, 2 more near Lingan on Apr. 13-14, and 6 at Glace Bay 
Sanctuary on Apr. 18 (fide FFR). Thereafter they were widespread, 
with at least 13 sightings of some 27 individuals up to May 22. A 
BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON was photographed by NS at Crousetown on 
Apr. 21, another was reported from Louisburg (no date, fide FFR), 
and up to 3 were on Seal Is. on May 21-23. First AM. BITTERNS were 
on Apr. 26 at APBS (CD) and New Ross (KNK); thereafter there are only 
7 reports of 8 birds. 

- IAM, Ed. 
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SWANS, GEESE and DUCKS 

one never knows what to expect from Sullivan's Pond. The latest, 
according to Ralph Connor is a passionate affair between a Mute Swan 
(named Leda) and a domestic goose. In the words of the old hymn: 
"Oh Lord, what will the harvest be?" 

Fairly heavy flights of CANADA GEESE were noted from mid-March 
on: 3500, Cole Harbor, March 14 (JSC); 2500, March 21, Amherst Sod 
Farm (BD); about 2000 at Big Glace Bay Lake, April 14 (SM) and 4000 
at the John Lusby Marsh, April 12. The last observer, Con Desplanque, 
reports two nesting pairs - one at J. Lusby and the other at APBS, ' 
with nests still "in operation" as of May 16. 

BRA~Twere noted at Brier Is. all winter: 20, Dec. 13; 15, Jan. 30; 
100+, Feb. 24, and 150+, March 16 (RD). Spring arrivals did not show 
up however, until late April, when about 500 were seen by Larry Neily 
and Peter MacLeod on April 25. The same number was seen there May 1, 
by Stu Tingley who estimated 250-300 still there May 8-9. 

There were no SNOW GEESE at the John Lusby Marsh from March 2 7 to 
May 8 (CD,SIT). 

MALLARDS of doubtful status were seen, mostly in pairs or among 
Black Ducks, throughout the province. Sydney,as usual, had the high 
score with 35 (HEH). 

The 
days are 
20, John 
The only 

only reports of BLACK DUCKS which sound like the good old 
200, March 27 (Cape Breton NSBS Field Trip): 500, March 

Lusby Marsh (CD) and 250, March 30, at Sheffield Mills (BCS). 
nest reported is one containing 5 eggs, Grand Pre, May 9(RJ). 

GADWALLS, unheard-of in those good old days are now quite. reg
ularly reported. There were three pairs and a spare male at APBS 
late April to mid-May (CD,SIT et al.); a pair at Pond Cove, Brier Is. 
May 1-2 (SIT,EPS), and a single male at Three Fathom Harbor, April 10 
(NSBS Field Trip). 

PINTAILS were general and in good numbers, being seen in the 20's 
and 30's and up to 50 at Amherst Point and Lawrencetown Lake from 
late March on (SIT,FLL,CD), and in smaller numbers at various points 
along the south shore from Halifax to Yarmouth. 

GREEN-WINGED TEAL appeared on schedule in late March and the 
first few days of April. Con Desplanque says numbers at APBS are 
badly down this year. 

There was a EURASIAN GREEN-WINGED male at Conrad's Beach in comp
any with 4-5 of its North American cousins and a pair of BLUE-WINGED 
TEAL, seen by Ian McLaren. This latter species showed up a little 
later than the Green-winged, first record being of a male at Three 
Fathom Harbor, April 10 (FLL), but appeared more numerous--Stuart 
Tingley counted about 70 pairs at APBS in mid-May. 

Three male EUROPEAN WIGEON reported were at J. Lusby Marsh, April 
25-May 8, and another was at APBS from May 5 to at least May 17 
(SIT,CD et al.). 

The first AMERICAN WIGEON reported were 3, at Mavilette Beach, 
April 11 (CRKA); all others were singles or 2-3 birds except for 40, 
April 17, and 30, April 25 at J. Lusby (CD). 
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SHOVELERS showed up all over the place: 3, April 12 and 2, April 
17, at J. Lusby, still there May 2 (CD); pairs at E. Chezzetcook, 
Starrs Point and Canning and a single at Centreville (Kings Co.), all 
in late April and early May (Cohrs, BLF, RJ and RJM). 

First WOOD DUCK report is of 2, at Tobeatic Sanctuary (RJM). The 
wintering pair at Sullivan's Pond was joined by a second pair April 9 
(FIJ..,RC). There were also pairs at Black River (Kings Co.), and 
Grafton Lake (Keji) on April 16 and May 9, and a single at Windsor 
also on April 16 (RJ, BLF,RDC). 

A pair of REDHEADS seen at APBS was apparently joined by a spare 
male as that triangle has been there since May 4 (SIT). 

RING-NECKED DUCKS are well reported from all areas. First sighting 
was of 6 males and a female at Beaver River (Yar. Co.), April 5 (CRKA) 
and largest number seen in one observation was at least 60 at APBS in 
mid-May (SIT). Karl Tay observed 2 pairs of Ring-necks with up to 
12 "yellow chicks" at Tangier River, Hfx. Co., May 23. 

The GREATER SCAUP couldn't get into their usual spring feeding 
area at Salt Bay, Yar. Co., till after the middle of March because of 
ice. There were however, at least 150 there about March 20, and they 
remained, with dwindling numbers till May 3, when the last bird, a 
male, was seen (PRD,CRKA). At the same time, March 21, a flock of 700 
birds at Bayport consisted of about 70% Scaup and 30% COMMON GOLDENEYE. 

These latter were reported in numbers of 30 or less from all 
areas during .March and the first half of April, and there were several 
sightings of larger numbers: 250r, Crescent Beach, March 18-21; 
"hundreds" in scattered flocks of 5 or 6 in Lawrencetown area, March 
28 (Cohrs). Last sighting was a single at Keji, May 18 (RDC,SPF). 

Three birders came up with one BARROW'S GOLDENEYE each: Fulton 
Lavender, with a female at Mill Cove, Hfx. Co., Feb. 28; the Cohrs, 
with one in a flock of COMMON GOLDENEYES at Mahone Bay, March 21, 
and Roy John with one in the Halifax area (same as Fulton's?) March 6. 
(No, it was a male, with oiled legs). · 

BUFFLEHEADS were still around in fair numbers till past the mid
dle of April, the last report being of 15 at Lawrencetown, April 25 
(Cohrs). 

Most OLDSQUAW had also departed by mid-April, although there 
were three pairs at Hartlen Point, May 1, in summer plumage (FLL). 

The one HARLEQUIN DUCK seen was at Cottage Cove (Anna. Co.) ,April 
11 (LEN ,PM) • 

Annie Raymond of Smith's Cove, Digby Co., reports probable nest
ing of COMMON EIDERS on nearby Goat Is., and offers her son's dorey to 
explore the possibility. The Eider count for Seal Is., May 23, made 
by Ian McLaren and party was exactly 812 birds; while Fulton Lavender 
had 1200 at Hartlen Point, March 27, and 3000 there April 11. He 
also found a KING EIDER at this spot on March 13. 

WHITE-WINGED SCOTERS were well on the move by March 21, when 
there were 300+ at Hartlen Point (FLL), and were still going by there 
when 100 were seen, April 11, by the same observer. 

SURF SCOTERS were apparently scarce; there were just 2, at 
Hartlen Point March 13, presumably with the White-wings mentioned 
above; arid 25 there on April 18 (FLL) and 1, at J. Lusby, May 8 (CD). 
Lavender had 200+ BL~CK SCOTERS at Cole Harbor, March 21, 500 at 
Hartlen Point, April 11 and 10 there on May 1. Nellie Snyder and the 
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Cohrs recorded small flocks in Green Bay from mid-March to early 
April, totalling up to about 50 birds. The only other report from 
the whole province is of 8 White-wings at Mira Gut, April 18 (OC,HEH). 

Three pairs of HOODED MERGANSERS are reported: 1, at White Rock, 
Kings Co., April 6 (BLF); 1, at East Ferry, April 25 (LEN,PM), and 1, 
near Keji, May 13 (IAM). Stu Tingley saw two females or immature 
males at APBS, April 29, and a mature male at Brier Is., May 1-2. 

COMMON MERGANSERS are reported in good numbers -- sightings of 
30's to 50's - from all regions; and the same comment applies to the 
RED-BREASTED MERGANSERS, with the latter species slightly more abund
ant. (Reports too numerous to list) 

-CRKA, Ed. 

DIURNAL RAPTORS 

At least 3 TURKEY VULTURES were present on Brier Is. in early 
May and up to 6 later in the month (sev. obs.). Could some of these 
have been locally bred? 

Two ad. m. and a f. GOSHAWK were seen around Dartmouth in Apr.
May (FLL), a bird was seen near Lunenburg on Apr. 16 (NS), and 2 
were around Boularderie in early May (RBF). The small cousin, the 
SHARPSHINNED HAWK, was plentiful: some 30 reported from widely 
scattered areas between early March and late May. In addition, RBS 
witness a distinct movement (no.?) at Brier Is., on May 10. A care
fully observed and convincingly described COOPER'S HAWK on Brier Is. 
on May 3 was nevertheless circumpectly noted as a "probable female" 
by EPS and SIT. 

Only 8 RED-TAILED HAWKS were reported for March, although they 
were "regular all winter in Yar. co: (PRD) and doubtless elsewhere. 
Only 6 were reported for April-May. One hesitates to see a trend in 
these low numbers. One or 2 adult RED-SHOULDERED HAWKS were on Brier 
Is on May 2-3 (EPS,SIT) and·l was there a week later (m. obs.). A 
BROAD-WINGED HAWK appeared at Argyle Head on Apr. 10 (CRKA) and others 
reached Glace Bay on April 20 (GS) and Shubenacadie on April 25 (NSBS). 
There were few on Brier Is. in early May, but RBS observed a flypast 
there of 1. every 5-10 minutes, all day on the 10th, and a flock of 
42 was noted there on May 23 (I.Kirkham). About 6 ROUGH-LEGGED HAWKS 
were seen in Mar., 4 in April, and 1 on Brier Is. on May 10. Among 
them, 3 were reported as light and 1 as dark phase. 

The winter's high of 25-27 BALD EAGLES at Gaspereau (last issue) 
had dwindled to 1 adult and 9 immatures by March 13 and to Oby Apr. 
9 (RJ). Another notable concentration was at Riverside, Hants Co., 
where NSBS field members found up to 20 in Jan. (RBD). Elsewhere on 
the mainland there were reports of some 18 birds, resident or evid
ently migrant. Among these were 8 adults and 8 immatures. Some 25 
birds reported from C.B. included 12 adults and 2 immatures. 

It was a good season for NORTHERN HARRIERS. The first at Cherry 
Hill on March 27 (SJF) was followed by 5 widely scattered sightings 
during the next 10 days. Then there were reports of about 35 migrant 
or resident individuals. An early OSPREY was over Lawrencetown Lake 
on April 3 (RC), but the next did not appear until April 13, near 
Barrington (CRKA). Reports were frequent thereafter, with several at 
nests before month's end. A British visitor of IAM was ecstatic at 
the sight of 11 at once on May 12--on nests, in trees, and in the 
air over Cow Bayi he said that we could attract European tourists on 
such fare. 
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Two distinctly different GYRFALCONS occurred in the border 
region, near Amherst: a dark brown bird on April 13 and a pale gray 
immature on April 19, both by SIT and the latter also by L. Laviolette. 
A dashing tiercel PEREGRINE FALCON, with-2 gull in frustrated pursuit, 
was seen on Seal Is., on May 23. Following a winter scarcity, single 
MERLINS were reported in March from Halifax, Sydney and Windeor. 
Eighteen turned up in May, including a pair showing nesting behavior 
near Tidnish. Three "kills" were observed: a hapless mouse became 
part of a courting game by the Tidnish pair; a male Snow Bunting was 
caught on Brier Is. on May l; and RBD saw a shorebird (Killdeer?) 
struck and killed over Mud Lake on April 24, but the Merlin was a 
better hunter than fisher, and could not drag its victim ashore. AM. 
KESTRELS also remained scarce through winter. Presumably individuals 
on March 1 & 4 at Pubnico and Yarmouth had wintered, but 1 at Pubnico 
on March 14 and at W. Lawrencetown on March 12-21 could have been 
spring arrivals. However, the next were not noted until Apr., with 50 
birds noted until late May, including 9 on the eastern shore, April 25. 

GROUSE AND RELATIVES 

The Cheeseman's "family" of 4 RUFFED GROUSE made it through 
winter at Sandy Bottom Lake. Otherwise, the only late-winter bird 
was at New Ross on Mar. 15. Their general scarcity continued into 
spring, with only 2 reports of drumming submitted, and only 4 actually 
seen. There were no reports on RING-NECKED PHEASANT from their 
"valley" stronghold! Up to 4 occurred in Amherst, 7 on Brier Is., 4 
at Smith's Cove, and 1 each from Mahone Bay and Pubnico. The only 
reported GRAY PARTRIDGE were 3 at Economy on Apr. 24 (EPS). 

RALLIDS 

The first SORAS were 2 at APBS on May 2 (CD) and there were at 
least 30 there by May 19 (SIT). The only other report was of 1 heard 
"laughing" at Shubenacadie on May 16. A pair of COMMON GALLINULES 
was at APBS on May (CD) and SIT thought there were 3 birds there on 
May 19. An AMERICAN COOT arrived at APBS on Apr. 18 and numbers 
reached perhaps 30 by mid-May, when "the mating game was in full 
fling" (CD) . 

--IAM,Ed. 

SHOREBIRDS 

Migrant shorebirds do not linger here in spring as they do in 
fall. Besides, many pass by off-shore or along inland fly-ways, while 
some, pausing only to feed, may escape detection on the flats of Fundy, 
The only reports of the SEMI-PALMATED PLOVER are of 2-3 in mid-May, 
at Hartlen Pt (FLL), Brier (PM&LN), and Economy (EPS). A very early 
PIPING PLOVER was at St. Esprit, C.B., on March 7 (R.M.) and another, 
still early, March 21, at Cape Sable Is.,(anon.) Two were at Conrad's 
Beach by April 3 (RC), 7 there by the 24th (RJ}, and 8 on May 12 (IAM) 
One was at Economy, May 5 (EPS), perhaps on the way to Antigonish Co., 
where there were three pairs at Mahoney's Beach, Mayl (RDC&SPF). The 
project described by the last named observers in last year's July 
issue of NSB (pp 26-27) and aimed at protecting the breeding grounds 
of this species is underway; they request information from all breed
ing areas. The CBC's news feature, June 4 from P.E.I., should help 
to increase the public's awareness of this endangered species. 
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A KILLDEER overwintered at Petite Riviere (PRD&SC); another was 
at st. Esprit, C.B., by Mar. 15 (S&RM). Thereafter, many were noted 
as is usually the case with this highly vocal early migrant. An 
AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER made one of its uncommon spring appearances at 
Chezzetcook, May 12 (IAM). The BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER was first noted 
at Brier, May 1-3 (EPS&SIT) with the remaining reports from mid-May on 
about 75 were reported all-told, 25 of them at Economy, May 19 (EPS). 

The first WOODCOCK noted was at Brier Is., Mar. 21 (RBS), and 
by month's end, was well reported. COMMON SNIPE normally arrive later 
but one, looking "tired", was at Chebogue Pt., Yar. Co., Mar. 8 (ER), 
perhaps not an arrival at all. One was at Falmouth, April 1 (RJ), 
another at Dartmouth, April 3 (FLL), by mid-month it was much noted. 

An UPLAND SANDPIPER was at Halifax, Apr. 3 (SM,IAM&JM). 

A SOLITARY SANDPIPER, even less usual in spring, was at Brier Is. 
May 1 (EPS&SIT). The first reported SPOTTED SANDPIPER was at Moose
land Rd., Hfx. Co., May 1 (KT) and by mid-month the species appeared 
to be well settled in. WILLETS arrived in late April in the SW, on 
Apr. 24 (DJd'E), 2 Apr. 25(B&ER), and "common and noisy" by May 1, 
(CRKA). They are noted as "still on the move" with 6 on Seal, May 22 
(IAM); c. 50 at Clam Hbr., May 24 (KT) would seem to bear this out. 
GREATER YELLOWLEGS were already arriving by the third week of April, 
one at Conrad's Beach, Apr. 17, 3 at Port Howe, Cumb. Co., Apr. 18 
(EPS,FH,SIT). Thereafter there were many on the mainland, a few on 
C.B. (SM). An early LESSER YELLOWLEGS is reported from Pubnico (no 
details) Apr. 10 Jd'E), one at Nabou, C.B. May 12 (anon.) and 2-3 
May 15-18 at Economy (EPS). 

A RUDDY TURNSTONE was at Brier Is., May 1-3 (EPS&SIT). Last 
reports of the PURPLE SANDPIPER are of 40 at Margaretsville and a like 
number at Cottage Cove, all on Apr. 11 (LN&PM). 

A WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPER, not often seen in spring, was at Point 
Auconi, May 24 (anon.). Several reports of the LEAST SANDPIPER start 
with 3 at Brier Is., May 1-3 (EPS&SIT), with 17 there May 16 (LN&PM). 
On the same date, small flocks totalling about 150 in all were moving 
NE through Economy, pausing to feed on the mudflats. There were none 
there on May 18, but 120, May 19 and 60, May 20, suggest that the Min
as-Cobequid area of Fundy is a significant spring flyway (EPS). 

There are no spring reports of DUNLIN but as a postscript to the 
late reports of the Christmas season there were still a hardy 4 at 
Cole Hbr., Feb.27 (SJF). Four SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHERS were at Brier 
Is., May 1-3 (EPS&SIT), 8 at Sunday Point, Yar. Co., May 9 (B&ER), 
and one, May 12 at Chezzetcook (IAM). SEMI-PALMATED SANDPIPERS were 
sparsely reported, about 20, all in late May axcept for one at Brier 
Is., May 1 (EPS&SIT) 

A RUFF in partial breeding plumage was at Sunday Pt., May 9, 
(B&ER)-.--

Six NORTHERN PHALAROPES were seen on the way to Seal Is., May 21 
(IAM). A pair of WILSON'S PHALAROPES in full breeding plumage were 
at Sunday Pt., May 24 (B&ER,PRD,CRKA et al.) 

--F.S., Ed. 
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JAEGERS, GULLS, TERNS, AUKS 

A PARASITIC JAEGER was seen near Round Island (Lobster Bay) on 
May 3 (DA). 

The GLAUCOUS GULL had essentially left for northern parts before 
this report period but late, immature singles were noted at Sullivans 
Pond on May 7 (FLL) and at Sunday Point on Apr. 29 (CRKA). The 
same comment applies to the ICELAND GULL but six reports for each of 
March and April were received. Late observations are for a single 
adult in Yarmouth Hbr., on Apr. 30 (CRKA) and singles at Eastern 
Passage Beach and Hartlen Point on May 1 (FLL). Two adults were 
seen at Glace Bay on Apr. 10 (SM). (RED,RJ,B&ER,RBS). 

Our resident big gulls were largely unreported but presumably 
present in normal numbers. Incubation by the GREAT BLACK-BACKED 
GULLS at Lake Vaughan was in progress in mid-May (CRKA,PRD). One of 
this species chased a Bald Eagle for a mile on April 7 at St. Esprit 
(RM)• 

An adult LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL was still at the Volvo plant 
on March 11 (FLL). Very interesting were the reports that one adult 
of this species was seen in Petit de Gras Hbr., on March 13 (BD) and 
one adult at Port Philip on April 18 (SIT). Both of the latter birds 
were closely observed and well described. 

The sighting of a first year THAYER'S GULL, a northern species, 
at Sambro on Feb. 28 by Roy John is a notable observation. The ex
tensive, detailed and convincing report is on file in the Society's 
archives. 

The RING-BILLED GULLS reported for March to May seem to be 
remnants of wintering flocks, eg., a few in the Eel Brook-Abrams R. 
area in March and April (PRO) or migrating concentrations, eg., 300 
along the shore from Tidnish to Wallace, Cumb. Co., on April 3 (SIT). 
Twelve seen at Petite Riviere, 14~16 Apr. were so "pristine in plum
age compared to the tatty ones seen around Halifax in winter" that 
they undoubtedly were migrants from further south. 

The BLACK-HEADED GULL, our winter specialty, stays here long 
enough to appear in this spring review, the latest sighting reported 
in the province being April 17 at Conrads Beach (SIT). Three in full 
breeding plumage were there April 3 (L&SC), who also reported two at 
Cherry Hill Beach on April 10. Full-plumaged birds, three of them, 
were at Glace Bay on March 27; three were noted at Bridgewater March 
21 (NS). Other April reports were from FLL and RBS. A final in
triguing note on these handsome little gulls: one in breeding plum
age at the Sackville, N.B., sewage ponds on May 16 (FH,SIT). In the 
U.K. such ponds are one of the favoured habitats of this species-
nesting should be considered a possibility. 

Probably never common in Nova Scotia, the LAUGHING GULL, has 
been only rarely seen here in recent years so it is gratifying to 
record one at Cherry Hill, Lun. Co., on May 2 (SJF,BH). I wonder if 
anyone has examined the Harrigan Cove-Newdy Quoddy, Halifax Co., area 
in recent years. There were usually 2 or 3 pairs there in the 1950's. 

BONAPARTE'S GULL was no more frequently seen this spring than it 
was last winter: just a few, adults and immatures both, from Yarmouth 
to Linden, Cumb. Co., the latest being six at the latter place on 
May 15 (L&SC,BD,FLL,SIT). 

An IVORY GULL was reported present in Glace Bay Hbr., on May 5 
and several days thereafter (GF). Confirmatory details have been 
requested. 
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A well-described and typically-behaving ("hawking") GULL-BILLED 
TERN was at West Dublin and Crescent Beach on May 1 (SJF,L&JC). 
There probably have not been a dozen sightings of this species in 
Nova Scotia previously. 

Twelve reports on COMMON and ARCTIC TERNS, or both, were received 
The earliest are interesting, as if the Arctic's had arrived from the 
north (?) and the Commons from the south at about the same time. 
There was a mixed flock (120 Arctic, 30 Common) in Grand Passage, 
Digby Co., on May 8 (EPS,SIT). Common Terns were reported to have 
arrived there (Brier Is.) on May 4 (PM,LEN) and 6 Arctic Terns were 
at Fox Is., Guys. Co., on May 8. By mid-May both species were well 
distributed. (CRKA,RDC,SPF,HLH,FLL,NS,RBS}. One tern sp. was seen 
5 miles west of Pubnico Point on April 30 (DA). 

There are a number of records of storm-borne or stray CASPIAN 
':CERN for the fall months, but spring records are decidedly rare here. 
However, two adults, in breeding plumage, were seen resting in Pond 
Cove, Brier Is., on May 1 (EPS,SIT). 

The only RAZORBILL report is of one on Georges Bank, 24 Apr. 
(RSdE). The latest THICK-BILLED MURRE noted was one at Chebucto Head, 
Feb. 28 (FLL). Three were noted at Sambro, Feb. 13 (RJ). 

From March to early May there are scattered sightings of winter
plumaged BLACK GUILLEMOT - one off Bush Is. on March 18 (SC), two at 
Chebucto Head on March 27 (RJ) and one at Hartlen Point on May 1 
(FLL). On the other hand, two summer-plumaged birds were seen at 
Peggys Cove on March 27 (RJ). Breeding colony reports included 
eight birds at Brier Is., on May 8 (LAR, MRM), 13 at Cheticamp Is. 
on May 12 (BD) and an estimated 160 around Seal Is., on May 23. 

-LBM, Ed. 
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DOVES, OWLS, KINGFISHER 

A pair of ROCK DOVES at Wolfville doggedly, but unsuccessfully, 
incubated eggs through snowstorms on March 22 and April 8 (RDC,SPF). 
It is difficult to know when the first MOURNING DOVES arrived. The 
bird's status has clearly changed dramatically over recent years. 
They seemed to be mobile in March, with a few appearing for the first 
time at feeders. Ted D'Eon sent a series of counts of birds in M.W. 
Pubnico that could have supplied, by dispersal, all 22 birds seen 
elsewhere in the province during April. He found numbers maintained 
at 30-45 through March, dropping to 10 by the end of April. He noted 
mating activity from April 1 and much cooing from April 9. There 
were fewer reports for May. 

A YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO appeared at M.W. Pubnico on April 29 
(TCD'E) and a probable BLACK-BILLED CUCKOO was calling at Liverpool 
on May 6 & 16 (RSJ). 

OWLS 

BLF reports a nest of a GREAT_HORNED OWL with a new chick and 1 
egg on April 13 at Lumsden's Dam, and another with 2 young on May 5 
at Wallbrook, both sites in Kings Co. Only 2 individuals were re
ported from elsewhere. The owl of the season was a HAWK OWL on Brier 
Is., on May 8, discovered by ESP & SIT and subsequently seen by 
several others. It was missing next day, to the disappointment of 
other pilgrims, but it, or another, turned up again on May 15-16 
(I. Kirkham). BARRED OWLS were seen or heard during late winter or 
early spring in a half-dozen localities (not C.B.). A nest with new 
young was found on May 21 at Newtonville by BLF, who offers an int
eresting comment. "This year Barred Owls were calling in many places 
around Wolfville, however, most of these birds did not nest, even 
though they were holding nesting territories. This could have been 
caused by deep snow last winter (or) a shortage of food. Also, in 
the last 2 or 3 years (they) had a high nesting success, resulting 
in an oversupply of these predators." A single LONG-EARED OWL was 
reported on March 21 on Cape Sable Is. (BD). Two SHORT-EARED OWLS 
wintered (to Feb. 28) on Brier Is. (RD), 1 was seen at Hartlen Pt., 
near Dartmouth, on March 17 (FLL), 1 was at Broad Cove on April 10 
(JF), and there were 4 at Glace Bay Sanctuary from mid-Apr. (CH). 

We have an unusual report of a freshly dead (starved?) BOREAL OWL 
on Feb. 15 at Malagawatch, fortunately consigned to a freezer (J. 
McNicol). Our only SAW-WHET OWL was also freshly dead, this time a 
highway victim, on March 21 near Timberlea (BD). 

NIGHTHAWK, SWIFT, HUMMINGBIRD, KINGFISHER 

A reported COMMON NIGHTHAWK, heard on the outskirts of Halifax 
on April 26, was probably a Woodcock. Otherwise the only records 
were of 1 seen at E. Dalhousie on May 18 (JM), 1 on Seal Is., on 
May 21, and 2 on Sable Is. on May 28 Z. Lucas). Judging by last year, 
many more will have been seen after the spring report deadline. An 
early CHIMNEY SWIFT was at Wolfville on May 6 (PJA-S) and there were 
8 reports of about 25 birds later in the month. The first RUBY
THROATED HUMMINGBIRD was at Port Joli Hbr., on May 18 (CFLK) and 
there was a flurry of 7 sightings between May 21 & 24. 

PRD reports that a few BELTED KINGFISHERS made it through the 
winter in Yar. Co., but there is no indication that they did so 
elsewhere in the province, from which a series of 5 reports between 
18 & 23 Apr., suggests a spring incursion. The earliest in C.B. was 
on Mayl. They were "well-established" by mid-May in Hfx. Co. (FLL) , 
had "returned in good numbers" to Yai::. Co. (PRD), but seemed scarce 
(1 in 8 hrs. coastal birding) in Lun. Co. (NS). 
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WOODPECKERS 

COMMON FLICKERS on March 3 at Lr. w. Pubnico (DJd'E), March 13 
at Crescent Beach (SJF) and March 17 at Tusket ( CRKA) , had probably 
wintered locally. Following a first "singing" bird at Tusket on 
April 15 (CRKA), there were 3 sightings of 6 birds on Apr. 17 and 
many thereafter. We have 15 reports of some 25 PILEATED WOODPECKERS, 
including a pair excavating on May 2 and incubating later near 
Shubenacadie (FC,RM), and another nest with 4 eggs on May 17 near 
Sunken Lake, Kings Co. (BLF). These observations agree with several 
reports to RBS from "non-birding but astute observers" that the birds 
were "more common than for many years" along the road from Kentville 
to New Ross. A RED-HEADED WOODPECKER was seen on Brier Is. on May 23 

(I.Kirkham). The first YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER was in Dartmouth 
on April 22 (D.Lawley, fide FLL), and a further 9 were !;>e'en between 
April 23-27. Curiously, there was only 1 later report, but we 
probably won't know their status until after the year's breeding bird 
surveys are analysed. There were 8 reports of 14 HAIRY WOODPECKERS 
during April-May, including a pair nesting on May 2 near Shubenacadie 
(FC,RM). They were outnumbered by 12 reports of about 21 DOWNY 

WOODPECKERS, some continuing to come to feeders through spring. Singl~ 
BLACK-BACKED THREE-TOED WOODPECKERS were observed at Shubenac'adie on 
May 2 (FC,RM), and at Keji (RDC) and South Nictaux (PM,LEN) on May 8. 

-IAM, Ed. 

BRIER ISLAND HAWK OWL 
May 8, 1982. Photo R. Stern. 
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FLYCATCHERS to SWALLOWS 

We begin the flycatcher section of the list with a real rarity-
a SCISSOR-TAILED FLYCATCHER, seen on May 11 in the Seaforth area of 
Halifax Co. Although he did not see it himself, IAM is satisfied 
with the description given him by Susan Camilleri, which included 
the long tail and grey-pink underwings. 

There was an April EASTERN KINGBIRD this year--on the 9th at 
Cape Forchu (no name on the report, alas). No others were seen until 
May 9, when there were 3 on Brier. By 17th and 18th they were at 
Greenwich and Mount Denson, and by the 22nd in Yar. Co. There was a 
crowd of up to 20 on Seal, May 21-24 (RBS,BLF,BCS,RSd'E,PRD,IAM). 

Only one GREAT-GRESTED FLYCATCHER appeared, at East Dalhousie, 
May 19 (JM). 

The April 9 date for the first EASTERN PHOEBE (at W. Pubnico) 
was a bit later than usual, but was quickly followed by many more, 
so that by the 25th they were around under their bridges, well report
ed from Lun., Hants and Hfx. Counties. 

The "Empidonaces" appeared more or less on time, the first YEL-.J 
LOW-BELLIED being at Shubenacadie, May 22, and Mooseland the 23rd 
(FC&RM,SCM). ALDERS, usually somewhat earlier arrivals,were at Kedji 

May 15, Seal Is., May 21 and Eel Brook, May 28. LEASTS arrived 
(early) on Brier, May 8, E. Dalhousie, May 12, Tremont, May 14, Kings 
Co., May 20 and Shubenacadie and Mooseland on the 22nd and 23rd. 

The EASTERN WOOD PEWEES must have been late in coming--they are 
usually well reported from mid-May onwards. This year only one was 
noted before our deadline, singing at Waverley, May 27 (Payzants). 

Two OLIVE-SIDED FLYCATCHERS invited the listerners to imbibe-
at Shubenacadie, May 24 and Waverley on the 29th. This number is 
about normal as few of these arrive before our deadline. (Ed. note:it 
looks as though it may be a good year for these birds--at the time of 
writing this, June 7, I have heard many more than in the last five 
years.) 

We know that HORNED LARKS nest in Nova Scotia--but they keep a 
very low profile and we rarely receive any spring or summer reports. 
Stuart Tingley notes that a few pairs are nesting at APBS, and larks 
were seen at Mahoney' s Beach, May 1, and Russel Lake, May 8 (RDC et 
al. FLL). 

All our correspondants must wait anxiously for the swallows to 
come back--they are always heavily reported and this year was no 
exception. The "Magic Date" for TREE SWALLOWS was April 16, when they 
appeared simultaneously in Kentville, Petite Riviere, Broad Cove, 
Starr's Point and CRKA's nest box in Tusket (a day late there, he 
writes). They poured in after that with APBS having 150 on April 21 
and 250 on the 23rd. April 28-29 saw a big influx at Tusket, while 
APBS had 1100, May 4, 1400 on May 10 and 2000 on May 11. 

The early arrival dates for BANK SWALLOWS are neatly bunched 
between May 8-14. First were seen at Bellisle, May 8, and on the 9th 
they were at Sunday Pt., Shubenacadie and Brier Is. By the 10th 

they had arrived at APBS, the 11th at Economy and the 14th at Russel 
Lake (LEN ,PM,B&ER,FC&RM,SIT ,EPS&FLL). 

The BARN SWALLOW sweepstakes was won this year by SIT at APBS, 
April 21 (2 birds). These were closely followed by small numbers at 
Wilmot and Pubnico on the 24th, Shubenacadie and Grand Pre on the 25th 
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Brookside, Hfx. Co., April 27, And Sunday Pt. on April 29 (PM,DJd'E, 
RM,PJA-S, ED,CRI<A). First to get to Cape Breton were at St. Esprit 
on May 6, Boularderie on May 9, and Glace Bay on May 21 (RM,RBF). 

CLIFF SWALLOWS were in their usual habitats in expected numbers 
by May 15. Earlier arrivals were 4 at Beaver River, April 29 and 2 
at Mooseland, May (CRI<A,RBS). 

Three cold and shivering PURPLE MARTINS were seen at Antigonish 
Hbr., Mayl, by Fred Kenny et al. The Rose Colony birds returned to 
Amherst on May 6. The only other martin report is of one on Seal Is., 
May 21-24. 

CORVIDS 

GREY JAYS, seen quite regularly in their preferred habitats in 
March and early April, disappeared as usual after that--presurnably to 
nest. In mid-April, two jays came to gather and carry away wool put 
out for them at Nellie Snyder's in Crousetown. 

Both PRD and WEW (Eel Brook and Round Hill) feel that BLUEJAY 
numbers were down in later winter/early spring. Other correspondents 
had steady feeder attendance,falling off, as usual, as spring pre
gressed. 

II 

Big, Bold, Black and Beautiful, is the Meyerowitz family's des
cription of NORTHERN RAVENS. They began their fantastic courting 
"carry on" in mid-March and have been quiet since then. Cleaning up 
the village dump has caused a decline in Raven numbers in the Eel 
Brook area (PRD). 

As birding becomes more interesting with the arrival of spring 
migrants , not many people bother to report COMMON CROWS. Sara 
MacLean did note a crow sitting on a nest (April 27) "cooing very 
sweetly", perhaps talking to the eggs! 

CHICKADEE TO WRENS 

Everyone agrees that BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEES were (a) constant, 
regular and abundant at feeders until early May and then (b) scarcer, 
sometimes heard, but not too interested in suet logs or sunflower 
seeds. Perhaps BOREAL CHICKADEES are changing their ways. Hitherto, 
it has been rare to see one other than in their woodland habitats, 
although occasionally one has been seen at a suet feeder. This year 
we have three reports of feeder Boreals; Olive Ritcey at Lr. Branch, 
Raymond d'Entremont at Pubnico and Edie MacLeod at Glace Bay all 
had regulars--in the latter case~-

Ten WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCHES were around, all feeder birds 
rather than "wild". To see one in the woods has become a rare ex
perience nowadays. RED-BREASTED NUTHATCHES seem to be down in number. 
They are usually well reported from all directions but this spring 
only five reports were made--and one of those bemoaned the lack of 
any nuthatches at all! --

Apart from singles at Pubnico and Bedfo_rd, FLL had all the BROWN 
CREEPERS to himself--12 between Feb. and the end of April and all in 
the Hfx- Dartmouth area. The five at Russel Lake, April 23 were all 
singing--an enchanting song not many of us have heard. 

At least eleven WINTER WRENS were heard--possibly more. On 
April 25, one was singing in Shubenacadie and two were on Brier Is.; 
Two (same birds?) were on Brier Is., May 1-3, 3 at Pubnico on May 3, 
one each at E. Dalhousie and central Hants Co., on May 7 and 9, two 
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on Brier Is., May 10 and 3 on Seal Is., May 21-25. The only other 
wren noted was one (long-billed) MARSH WREN on Seal Is., May 21 (IAM) 

MOCKINGBIRDS have been around all winter and spring and can no 
longer be thought of as rare or very unusual. FLL had 20 sight records 
06 at least 10 individuals between March 29-May 18, all in Hfx/Dart. 
area. They are nesting again at the Oscar Nauss's in Tusket where 
they have been for ±Q_ some years. 

The large influx of GREY CATBIRDS in the spring of 1981 was 
between 16-27 of May, but this year things were different. The 
migration arrived much later and only 3 reports came in before the 
end of May. These were 1, May 18, at Melanson, 30 on Seal Is., May 
21 and on pair in Yarmouth town, May 22 (BLF,IAM,MWH). 

Single BROWN THRASHERS were seen at West Pubnico, May 4 and 
Broad Cove, May 8 (Barbara Hayward, SJF&BH). 

THRUSHES 

Earliest reports of the AMERICAN ROBIN came from Sydney, March 
13 (HEH). On the mainland singles appeared at Crescent Beach and 
Milford on March 19 & 20, while on March 21, 18 were around Petite 
Riviere and 7 at New Ross (SJF,fideMCC,SC&KNKf":"° From then on, small 
flocks of up-to 50 appeared here and there until April 9, when a 
large wave occurred. There were 300+ around Yar. Co. (anon.) and in 
Green· Bay/Petite/Crousetown, there was "a plethona of Robins--on 
every spare piece of grass--700 at least"(SC). 

Two WOOD THRUSHES came to light. For the third year in a row, 
the Payzants heard one singing near their home in Waverley (May28,29). 
Two, one injured or ill, were on Seal Is., May 21-22. 

HERMIT THRUSHES arrived right on time, becoming established as 
usual, during the last week in April. Early ones were at W. Pubnico 
and Black River, April 8 and 9 (BH,AEP). They were singing at Shub
enacadie by April 18, in Halifax by April 20, and Waverley, New Ross 
and Brier Is., by April 25. From then on they were in usual numbers 
in their normal habitats. 

SWAINSON'S THRUSHES were a week earlier than in 1981. A very 
early "few" were at Mooseland, May 1 (SCM). Singles were heard at 
Fox Is. (Guys. Co) May 8, Round Hill, May 15, Brier Is. and APBS on 
the 16th and 17th. Later reports were from Seal Is. (May 21) Shuben
acadie (May 22) and Yarmouth town (May 27,28). 

The VEERY picture is as follows (all singles): I"t;aly Cross and 
Albro Lake, May 13, Crousetown and E. Dalhousie, May 18, Seal Is., 
Ma¥ 21, and Tusket May 23 (NS,FLL,IAM,JM&CRKA). 

The only EASTERN BLUEBIRD was on Brier Is., May 24-25 (1 Kirkhan. 
Fide IAM-no sex given) 

GNATCATCHER to STARLING 

On May 4 and 5, Clarence Stevens and FLL heard a bird calling 
and singing at Albro Lake which they considered to be a BLUE-GRAY 
GNATCATCHER. 

On May 5, Richard and Liz Stern saw one on Brier Is.,and another 
was seen on Seal Is .. , May 21-24 (IAM et al.) 

The only spring report of our "winter kinglets", the GOLDEN
CROWNED, came from Fran Cook and Roslyn MacPhee at Shubenacadie, April 
25 (3birds). These are another of our "quiet nesters" in the province 
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and summer nesting sightings would be welcome. 

The early RUBY-CROWNED KINGLETS were later than usual--April 20 
as against April 11 in 1981. However, the main migration was between 
April 25-30, which is normal. Dates are: April 20 at Wolfville, 
Halifax and APBS, Russel Lake on April 23, Shubenacadie, April 24, 
Economy, New Ross and Brier Is., April 25. Thereafter, they became 
widespread and up to normal numbers by early May. 

The only WATER PIPITS were at Pond Cove, Brier Is., on May 16 (3) 
(LN&PM) . 

BOHEMIAN WAXWINGS were still around in March, one on March 7 in 
Tusket, 40 on March 18, near Sambro and 60 in Halifax on March 28. 

Very early CEDAR WAXWINGS (5) stayed around Wolfville from 
March 25 for a few days. Some 14-30 were around Hedley Hopkins' area 
of C.B. in March and April, while a more usual May flock was around 
Yar. Co., towards the end of the month eating apple blossoms. 

On March 8, at St. Esprit, Jan and Ranier Meyerowitz watched a 
NORTHERN SHRIKE hovering, kestrel-like, before settling on a tree 
limb. They saw another flying by, April 9. There was a shrike at 
Brier, March 20 & 21, and a sub-adult bird at Linden, Cumb. Co. in 
April (SIT). 

Edie MacLeod's early reports note that she had "only two" 
STARLINGS at her feeder in Glace Bay--infact, she felt she was the 
"victim"(!?) of a starling boycott, as there were a few elsewhere. 
However, her report of March 10, is of an invasion of 125-150 starl~ 
ings! Worse still, on April 8, came "approximately 500 on my lawn". 
Moral--don't count your starlings! --

--SC, Ed. 

VIREOS 

The SOLITARY VIREO was first heard this year on May 2, at 
Shubenacadie (Roslyn MacPhee, Fran Cook), then on its classic arrival 
date, May 6, at Kejimkujik National Park (Roland Chiasson) and at 
East Dalhousie (James McLaren); thereafter 10 reports, with distrib
ution general. 

The RED-EYED VIREO on the other hand, arrived just on time, May 
22, first noted at Mooseland (Tays and Sandra Myers), and present in 
large numbers by May 29, to be heard along the Perry Road, Carleton, 
Yar. Co., by members of the NSBS Field Party of that date. 

One PHILADELPHIA VIREO was discovered at East Dalhousie, May 19, 
by T. Morgan. 

WOOD WARBLERS 

No strays came to Nova Scotia this spring among the warblers, 
although we gave them every chance, with a Seal Is .. party, May 21-24; 
but succeeded only in finding 21 of our 22 native species there, 
those and the remaining one, the Palm, on the mainland and in Cape 
Breton. 

The BLACK-AND-WHITE WARBLER came in between May 3 and 21, first 
seen by Peter MacLeod at South Nictaux and Lynn and John Mills at 
Glenmont, Kings Co., both on May 3. There were, however still 35 on 
Seal Is., May 21, a peak number according to IAM. These warblers were 
universally reported and were singing "everywhere"--some of them, 
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their longer, more varied song, which they produce, according to A.C. 
Bent, "when they have been longer on their breeding ground". 

A TENNESSEE WARBLER was ill-advised enough to make its first 
landing, May 18, at Glace Bay, where it spent two days (cold and 
windy) sheltering in the shrubbery at Sara MacLean's. Another early 
one was seen near Dartmouth, May 19, by FLL, but the main body of 
migrants came May 21-22, noted at Seal Is., and inland at both 
Shubenacadie (RM,FC) and Mooseland (SCM) where they were fairly 
common, "singing incessantly on bushes in the woods". 

'1'wenty-one reports of NASHVILLE WARBLER, May 7, at Amherst Point 
Bird Sanctuary {SIT) to May 22 at Mooseland {SCM) showed distribution 
to be general, numbers normal. 

Similarly the PARULA was reported May 2 at Broad Cove by Sylvia 
Fullerton to May 22 at Port Joli by Charles Kelsey with distribution 
general but numbers high. The big wave of Parulas was on May 21, 
seen on that date at four places (for the first time) and 5 present 
on Seal. 

The YELLOW WARBLER, first noted at Grand Pre on May 9, by Larry 
Neily and Peter MacLeod was seen thereafter at eight different, 
widely-separated places, May 16-18, and continued to spread,noted 
(4 of them) at Forest Glen, on May 22 by Onil d'Entremont. It is 
now universally present. 

Earliest date for the MAGNOLIA WARBLER is April 26, at Malaga~ 
watch (that warm and sheltered valley) (Jean McNicol), not noted again 
until May 9, then at both Shubenacadie (RM,FC) and Keji (RDC). There 
were many reports thereafter, most on May 17, but 50 birds were 
counted on Seal Is., May 21 (ISM). The Magnolia is now widespread. 

The CAPE MAY, like the Tennessee, .is not generally distributed, 
only seven reports received; the first at Economy (Edgar Spalding) 
on May 10, the most seen at any one place: 3, May 16 at the Tiverton 
lighthouse (LEN~PM), the birds probably just landed. 

The BLACK-THROATED BLUE is another little-seen warbler, but reg
ularly present in proper habitat (mixed deep woods); seen this year 
first at Brier Is. and Keji (Richard Stern and RDC), May 8. Other 
places where it was found: East Dalhousie (May 10,JM); Economy (May 
11,EPS); Dartmouth (May 18, FLL) and 4 on Seal Is., May 21. 

Most reported of this group, the YELLOW-RUMPED WARBLER (MYRTLE), 
stays the winter with us, making it difficult to be sure of new 
arrivals. CRKA was fortunate enough to be at the right place at the 
right time: Little Harbor, Shel. Co., on April 13, where (and when) 
he witnessed the arrival of some dozens of these warblers, coming in 
off the water and flitting from tree to tree in a sheltered grove, 
all chattering excitedly, all in fine new plumage, all moving north
east through the spruces. It was, of course, a strategic spot, on 
the famous Hemeon's Head peninsula and about as far south as you can 
get in Nova Scotia. Since that, from April 19 to 22, we have received 
twenty reports from all over, and the "Myrtle" can be heard singing 
on any trip, in any part of the province. 

Even more constant a singer is the BLACK-THROATED GREEN WARBLER, 
although not quite so omnipresent a bird, preferring spruce woods as 
a rule. The first heard this spring was at Springhaven in Yar. Co., 
on May 5; most reports were of multiples (2-10 birds) and there were 
still 30 on Seal Is., May 21; they may still be coming in. 

The BLACKBURNIAN WARBLER has been reported from May 12 at East 
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Dalhousie (JM) to May 29, at Carleton, Yar. Co. (NSBS Field Party); 
seven reports only, 1-2 birds each except 8 at Seal Is., and at least 
that many at Carleton on the NSBS trip. These warblers seem also to 
have limited suitable areas in the province. 

The CHESTNUT-SIDED is more wide-spread, heard first this year at 
Paradise, 3-4 birds, May 16, by the Morses; by the 17th throughout 
Yar. Co., and by May 20 at Sydney (Hedley Hopkins); now generally 
distributed in good numbers. 

The BAY-BREASTED WARBLER may not be as small in number as it 
seems; we have only three reports: 8, May 21 on Seal Is.; 1, May 22 
at Shubenacadie (RM,FC) and 1, May 22 at Mooseland on the Tay's NSBS 
Field Trip. The bird's song is so quiet and unemphasized and the 
bird so secretive, as a rule, many may go unrecorded in the spring 
woods. Col. Co., somewhere near Dollar Lake, used to be good territ
ory for Bay-breasted warblers, if any of our members wish to give it 
a try. 

The first BLACKPOLL WARBLER reported was at APBS on May 7 (SIT); 
the next one at Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., on May 14 (SJF); at Moose
land Road, Hfx. Co., the Blackpoll was "Numerous, the 2nd most common 
warbler this weekend, May 21-24, but not normally so - must be a 
migration", to quote Sandra Myers. There are few other reports, but 
at Seal Is., 25 resident males were noted by IAM, May 21. 

The majority of reports of the PALM WARBLER are for April 12-15, 
April 21 at APBS (Brian Dalzell); later reports April 23,24 and 25; 
this warbler called "common" by Mayl along the Mooseland Road (SCM); 
first report from Cape Breton, May 21, at Sydney (HEH). This is the 
warbler missing from the Seal Is. report. 

OVENBIRDS returned early in May, 1, singing, May 1, Bog Road, 
Windsor (Brian Dalzel~;· 1, May 8 at Crousetown (NS) followed by 1 
each, May 9 at Hantsport (BCS) and Wolfville Ridge (BLF) and several 
on the same day at Shubenacadie (RM,FC); and "common, heard every
where" by May 22; only 3 at Seal that day. 

The NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH was first heard on May 9, 1, at Shuben
acadie and 4, seen and heard in Hants Co. on May 9(Cohrs). There were 
only four other reports, all in May, from Economy, White Rock, Kings 
Co., Tusket (most unusual there) and the five birds left at Seal Is •. 

Our only report of the MOURNING WARBLER is of 1, May 21 at Seal 
Is. No doubt others will be here by now and to be found in their 
rather specialized territory, mostly in the northern part of the 
province. 

The COMMON YELLOWTHROAT has been noted May 16-19, very generally, 
one of our commonest and most vocal warblers, and perhaps the most 
easily seen, due to what looks like its own curiosity to see what 
creature is observing it. There were 10 on Seal Is., from May 12-25 
(IAM). -

The WILSON'S WARBLER is well reported from May 17 (1 male and 1 
female) at Paradise (Jean Morse) to May 22, "several" at Mooseland Rd., 
(Karl Tay); and 2, at Sydney (HEH). There were still 15 at Seal Is., 
May 21. 

The CANADA WARBLER, always a late arrival, is first mentioned 
among the Seal Is. group: 5, May 21 (IAM); then a report of 2, May 
22 at Shubenacadie (RM,FC); and finally the 4-5 seen and heard at the 
Perry Road, Carleton NSBS Field Trip from Yarmouth. 
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The AMERICAN REDSTART makes things easy for us by arriving at 
Brier Is., May 16, "first of the year" for Larry Neily and Peter 
MacLeod; then in six other localities, widely separated, on May 17, 
thereafter on the 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st, Cape Forchu to Sydney' 
Halifax to the Valley, "singing everywhere". 

Welcome back, Warblers, summer is here. 

HOUSE SPARROWS 

There is no noticable change in our population of HOUSE SPARROWS 
judging from reports received which were however, all from feeding 
stations: one in Yarmouth, entertained only 2-3 of these birds 
regularly all season {MWH); one in Digby, none at all for March and 
April {AKR); but at the other end of the province at Glace Bay and 
Sydney, more seem to be present - 30-60 daily in attendance at feed-· 
ers {EMM,OC,HEH). 

ICTERIDS 

Two BOBOLINKS at Lr. West Pubnico were over-eager, arriving on 
April 8 {DKd'E); but May 7-11 brought them in generally from Economy 
through the Valley to Pubnico, with more showing up as first sight
ings across the province from the South Shore to Halifax Co to APBS, 
and in eape Breton by May 23. Numbers have risen to normal counts, 
and May 23 there were 10 present on Seal Is. 

LEN and PM found one {the only) EASTERN MEADOWLARK seen this 
spring, April 25 at Brier Is. 

A real rarity, the YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD, bids fair to become 
a regular stray, 1-2 noted during the winter months and still pres
ent in March and April: one adult male, March 1, with a large flock 
of Grackles and Cowbirds in a garden at Tusket (CRKA); 1, March 7 
to April 8 at Lr. W. Pubnico (DKd'E), and 1, March 22 at Pubnico 
{E&VH); 1, April 24 at Port Maitland (Leta Delaney). 

The REDWINGED BLACKBIRD stayed at feeders through the winter 
here and there so singles in March are suspect as arrivals. Migrants 
for sure, were the 50 (all males) in a flock with Cowbirds and Star
lings at Shubenacadie, March 27 {RM,FC); a flock of 40 the same day 
at Hartlen Point, Halifax Co. (FLL). A flock of 60, seen March 30 
at Sheffield Mills by Barry Sabean, established the Redwing as here 
for the season, although followed by a dozen or more reports during 
April of "first sightings" - April 15 in Cape Breton (SM). 

On May 12, Larry Neily and Peter MacLeod saw a bird at Wilmot, 
Anna. Co., which they describe as having "basic yellow-green plumage, 
darker back and wings (with two white bars), long pointed bill, black 
around bill and on chin and upper throat {not as far down throat as 
pictured in field guides). The bird was feeding in bushes with a 
flock of Evening Grosbeaks, and they identified it as an ORCHARD 
ORIOLE. Photos were taken". 

The same day and at the same place these two observers saw a 
NORTHERN ORIOLE, also a first year male. A much earlier sighting 
had been at West Pubnico, April 19, observer Barbara Hayward. About 
10 more of these orioles have been reported, 6 of them in Yarmouth 
Co. (3 in Tusket, 3 in Yarmouth town, according to Oscar Nauss) all 
singing loudly; besides these there were 7 on Seal, May 21. 

The RUSTY BLACKBIRD came on April 3 to Sullivan's Pond, 5 of 
them in company with Redwings, noted there by Ralph Connor. Several 
later reports establish them at Sydney (HEH), Shubenacadie (RM,FC), 
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and at Port Joli Harbor (CFLK). 

As with the Redwings, sightings of single GRACKLES are suspect 
in March as first arrivals. From March 30 through the first week 
of April however, many small flocks began to appear, active and 
noisy, and promptly preparing to nest. Those reported were at 
Shubenacadie, March 30 (RM), at Brookside, Hfx. Co., March 31 
(Dobsons), at Amherst, April 1 (CD) and Liverpool, April 1 (RSJi 
at Yarmouth and at Glenholm April 2 (MWH,Caldwells), at Dartmouth, 
April 3 (FLL), at Hammonds' Plains and at Sperry's Beach, April 4 
(KNK,NS) and by April 8, Roslyn MacPhee wrote: "big flocks have 
finally arrived (100±). This is late". 

The BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD received wide reporting for the spring 
season, but on the whole, numbers were small except for 70, March 18 
at Shelburne (Brian Dalzell); 40+, March through May at Sydney (HEH) 
and 50, April 3 in Con Desplanque's garden. Here at #170, Lr. Eel 
Brook, 2-3 pairs of Cowbirds arrived on April 2, as usual to strut 
about displaying for the next six weeks, just covering the period 
when the small birds - Juncos, Song Sparrows, warblers and flycatchers 
are building nests and laying eggs. They return briefly later on, 
presumably to pick up any young which may have been raised by the 
small foster parents. 

TANAGERS 

Our regular but stray SCARLET TANAGER put in an appearance at 
Cranberry Head, Yar. Co., on May 19, one bird seen by Hilda Robbins. 
Another, a bright male, was on Seal Is., May 21 (IAM) and two more 
were seen up in Rants Co.: 1, May 25 at Brooklyn by Ian Macpherson 
and 1, the same day by Bill Burdon (fide LBM). 

FRINGILLIDS 

Sightings of the CARDINAL this spring suggest that there were a 
few newcomers, a minute migration. The two, present at the Hamiltons 
in Pubnico since last fall are still there, now nesting; the Hamil
tons and Ethelda Murphy watched the male Cardinal feeding the female 
on the nest, May 2 and 3. At Lr. West Pubnico (some distance away) 
Raymond d'Entremont had a female Cardinal at the feeder (which would 
eat "a lot of bread and sunflower seeds") April 26 to May 1, un
doubtedly a different bird - from those at the Hamiltons'. Also on 
April 26 and 27, a female Cardinal was at the other side of the 
county, at 23 Baker St., Yarmouth (MWH), obviously a 4th individual. 
Besides these there is still a male Cardinal in Annapolis County, 
seen at various places through the winter, last noted at Upper Cran
ville, April 29, by Maude Jodrey, and the same week at Lawrencetown 
by Eric Porter. On Brier Is., April 25, Larry Neily and Peter Mac
Leod found a male Cardinal at Westport, noted there singing and 
accompanied by a female, May 1 and 2, reported by Edgar Spalding 
and Stuart Tingley. Two others, a female March 31 at Halifax (Armbrae 
School) reported by FLL and a bright male, May 31 at Broad Cove, 
reported by SJF as feeding there with Purple Finches, brings our 
total to 9, five females and four males as of May 31, 1982. 

We have two April ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAKS this spring: 1, in 
Dartmouth, on the very early date of April 8, reported with an un
mistakable description to JSC: 1, April 30, a male, at the Hamiltons' 
Pubnico, (later, May 2, there were 8 - 4 pairs - there). Jean Morse 
at Paradise saw a female Rose-breasted Grosbeak, May 8, and another 
female stayed at the feeder at #170, Lr. Eel Brook May 19-21 (PRD). 
From May 20 on there were reports of first sightings in the SW end 
of the province (Pubnicos, DJd'E and Barbara Hayward; Yarmouth, MWH; 
Carleton, Judy Dean; Forest Glen, Od'E) - with 5 noted on Seal Is., 
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May 21, and at least 1, a bright male, singing at Shubenacadie by 
May 22 (RM,FC). 

It is interesting that the INDIGO BUNTING showed up first in 
Cape Breton this spring: April 8 at Glace Bay (Greta Macpherson, 
who saw it "all day at the feeder"), and 1, an immature, April 9 at 
New Waterford (fide FFR), 1, also at New Waterford, a bright male, 
April 13, reported by c_s. MacDonald. The Ritceys at Lower Branch, 
Lun. Co., had a male of this species April 19-30 feeding in the 
back yard; the CRKAllens of Tusket also had a bright male at the 
feeder, April 22-29. In May (May 1-4) there was an immature male
partial plumage - at the feeder at #170 Lr. Eel Brook - (how fortunate 
this remarkably blue bird comes along just as the Purple and Gold 
finches reach bright plumage); May 5 a male was found dead at Lr. 
W. Pubnico, identified by Elizabeth d'Entremont; early May there was 
a pair of Indigo Buntings at Petite Riviere (Dobsons), also at this 
time one in the south end of Halifax (reported by IAM), and on Seal 
Is., a male, May 21-23, with 2 on the 22nd. 

The EVENING GROSBEAKS said good-bye to most people by the end of 
April but a few lingered into May, noted at Glace Bay, 6 on May 20 
(SM); Amherst, 6 on May 15 (CD); 4-6 May 18 at Kentville (RBS) and 
1, at Yarmouth as late as May 20 (MWH). Flocks were fair-sized during 
the winter but irregular in attendance, although more than willing to 
descend on feeders, 30-100 strong, during snowy periods, but were, of 
course, most welcome. 

The PURPLE FINCH was late in corning this spring, arriving in mid
March at Digby, Yar. Co., and Liverpool feeders, with first sightings 
in April and May (even) over the rest of the province - no particular 
pattern discernable - but in good numbers, and soon in good voice 
and fresh feathers; their presence well worth some further expenditure 
for sunflower seed. 

The pair of HOUSE FINCHES (we may soon stop the underlining) 
stayed from Feb. 26 until the present time at 23 Baker Street, Yar-< 
mouth town, and two pairs joined them April 12 there, to remain on and 
off until May 17 - probably - it became difficult to pick them out 
after the arrival of the Purple Finches, to count them. Besides these 
birds, 1 or 2 males were seen in Lr. W. Pubnico, April 4 and April 8, 
1 each at the RSd'E and DKd'E feeders, Raymond's bird heard singing. 
At Westport, Brier Is., on May 1, Edgar Spalding and Stu Tingley saw 
2, adult male House Finches. Two other birds in late April and early 
May are possible candidates and under investigation - if these prove 
to be House Finches, our new invasion adds up to a possible 10 birds. 

A few reports of our year-round resident PINE GROSBEAK indicates 
that it is present in usual habitat and number. 

As for the feature of the winter '81-'82, the abundant COMMON 
REDPOLLS, the vast majority (and it was vast, some flocks building 
up to 200 in March) left during April, a very few lingering into May. 
EF and HBS kept a daily record from Feb. 28 (one bird) to March 5 
(large flock) to March 28 (40-50) to April 3 (4 birds), which well 
describes the general experience. The last three birds were seen 
May 25 at West Pubnico (Barbara Hayward). One, possibly two birds 
with features characteristic of the HOARY REDPOLL have been described 
by IAM (March 1) and JSC (March 2) among the Redpolls at their feeders 
in Halifax. The Cohrs have taken a photo of their bird; the McLaren 
bird was described as: "overall whitish cast, pure white rump, short 
beak giving its face an odd squashed appearance; we also thought it 
had a relatively longer tail. A huffy wash on the upper breast in
dicated that it was a first year bird." 



PINE SISKINS were scarce last winter on mainland Nova Scotia, as 
noted in our last report; but numbers increased in the spring and by 
April in Halifax-Colchester-Cumberland, flocks of 20-60 were present 
at feeders. Con Desplanque referred to his 40 on April 13 (and after) 
as having replaced the Redpolls and were "ruling the feeder" • In the 
rest of the province the Siskins were reported mostly in l's and 2's; 
the highest number, 10, May 11-15, at Liverpool (RSJ) • 

The AMERICAN GOLDFINCH has received little mention, a few only 
noted at feeders March through May generally, but 40 in the Glace
Bay-Sydney region in May (HEH,OC); "approximately 24" in March at 
Greenfield, Queen's Co. (HB); 25-30 April 5 - May 20 at Yarmouth (MWH). 
and 20+ remaining at feeders in that county, March well into May, the 
birds through their moult before leaving. 

Two reports of the RED CROSSBILL are: 12-15, March 11 at Isle 
Madame, seen by Brian Dalzell; 2, April 10 on the Conrad Road, seen 
by Clarence Stevens II (fide FLL). These were the only ones seen of 
this species. Since the 40 reported on Brier Is. last December (RD), 
there has been only one sighting of the WHITE-WINGED CROSSBILL ment~ 
ioned among our spring records: 9, April 15 at Wilmot, (LEN,PM). 

According to FLL the Crichton Park, Dartmouth RUFOUS-SIDED TOW
HEES were last seen April 22, by David Lawey. FLL saw one, a female, 
April 3 at Glenwood Park, Dartmouth; the only other of this species 
reported is the one which stayed at the Cohrs' from March 2 to April 
20, "very noisy, sang all day, and finally left,presumably having 
given up hope after staying in vain for six weeks". (JSC). 

Two birds, carefully studied by Brian Dalzell, were very early 
SAVANNAH SPARROWS seen March 21 on Cape Sable Is., South Side Beach -
"one even managed a weak trill to usher in spring" (BD). Four April 
reports neatly straddled the province, Yarmouth (Ruffs) to Amherst 
(CD); Cherry Hill (JSC) to Wilmot (PM). The majority of Savannahs 
came (in good numbers) in May, distribution now general; IAM says 
there were up to 30 resident on .Seal Is., May 21-25. One curious 
note: PRD, grounded on May 6 in South Ohio, while the car was being 
serviced, was amazed to hear many Savannah Sparrows singing, literally 
dozens all around, but upon surveying the landscape noted that it was 
a large area which had been laid bare by road construction - a new 
main highway interchange - which had grown up to grass - a huge, new 
artificial savannah! 

Cape Sable Is., also provided a landing for an early "IPSWICH 
SPARROW", 1, March 30, chased through the beach grass there by CRKA 
who finally got a good view of it; it was in exceptionally fine plum
age. In April there were reports of 16 more of these elusive sparrows 
along the South Shore, seen at Cherry Hill (RD,JSC,LC); Petite Riviere 
(Dobsons, Cohrs); Sperry's Beach (NS); Conrad's Beach (RT,L&SC); 
Rainbow Haven, Cole Harbor (IAM) and Martinique Beach (FLL). The bird 
at Cole Harbour was a female, still hanging around by May 8, "being 
courted by two male Savannahs". (IAM). 

With the cut-off date for the spring report the last week in 
May we feared we might miss out on a few of our birds but this did 
not happen, which means we are able to include the SHARP-TAILED 
SPARROW, often the latest to appear. We have three reports: 2, May 
20, Mira (HEH). We must have been looking at the wrong port of entry~ 
Sharptails were, however, present at Sunday Point for the May 29 Field 
Trip at Yarmouth. 

Congratulations to Larry Neily and Peter MacLeod for discovering 
the right place to find the VESPER SPARROW, a sandy barren, north of 
Hwy 1 at Wilmot, where they found 6, on May 6, and the birds were 
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singing (they have a most agreeable song); worth the trip to hear 
them. 

The NORTHERN JUNCO (which Peterson now appropriately calls a 
Snowbird) maintains a good winter population in Nova Scotia, and fre
quently sings, on any fine day from February on. Spring arrivals 
were however, quite easy to distinguish this year; the first new 
flocks noted March 21, at Green Bay "45+, all trilling, dashing about 
the alders chasing each other and flashing their white outer tail 
feathers. After two days of negligible land birds, we stood this 
morning surrounded by Juncos, Song Sparrows and Robins, all active, 
noisy and I am sure newly arrived - a lovely way to greet the first 
day of spring" (JSC). Thereafter other sizable influxes occurred, 
on May 23, April 3 and 7 (after the big snow), generally all over the 
province, flocks along the roadsides again as well as numbering 15-
40+ at feeders. 

Most of us had 1-2 TREE SPARROWS with us for the winter but few 
were seen in roadside alders; and they disappeared in April - a sur
prisingly frequent last date was April 8 - except for one each at 
Port Joli Harbor and Liverpool, both "last seen" on May 21 (CFLK,RSJ). 

The CHIPPING SPARROW arrived at Cape Forchu, where MWH saw 4, 
April 25. One (of these?) had reached Lr. Eel Brook by April 30 (PRD) 
2, Brier Is., on May 1 (EPS, SIT); 1, May 3, Brookside, Hfx. Co (EDD); 
3, May 4, White Rock, Kings Co. (BLF); and 1, Economy, May 5 (along 
with EPS?). If only all of our birds observed such a proper progress
ion up the province we would have no problems. Numbers of these 
sparrows now present indicate a normal population in suitable habitats. 

A FIELD SPARROW was present May 2 at Lr. W. Pubnico (DKd/E); also 
1-2 at Brier Is., May 1-3 and again May 8-9 (SIT,EPS). 

Two WHITE-CROWNED SPARROW reports are 1, April 23 at Round Hill 
(WEW) and up to 16, May 21 on Seal (IAM) - a very slender "splinter 
migration" this year. 

There are conflicting reports of the status of the WHITE-THROATED 
SPARROW, our provincial bird, should it be Blue Listed? Keith Keddy 
wrote: "1st heard singing May 3, few thereafter; where are they?" In 
Yarmouth Co., PRD had none at the winter feeder, always 2-6 in prev
ious years; at large found them only once, along a railway track, 
through the winter; this spring they can be heard again, but less 
than half as many as usual; but Annie Raymond at Smith's Cove, Digby 
Co., wrote "4-6 and many more around each day ••• a lot at Kelsey's" 
(Bear River); and Sandra Myer's found them "everywhere" along the 
Mooseland Road, May 1. Other reports were from all over, but most of 
them of 1-3 birds only. Perhaps it is too soon to judge. 

The FOX SPARROW this spring was seen very generally, 2-6 appear
ing at feeders March and April (note that CD at Amherst had only one)• 
but at Broad Cove on March 27 there were 15+ Fox Sparrows; on April 
9, 50+; in the Petite Riviere (adjoining) area, 700+ in the whole 
area of Green Bay, Petite Riviere, Crescent Beach and Crousetown, 
counted by the Cohrs; Shirley wrote: "they were everywhere, in one ,, 
small patch I counted 47 Fox Sparrows ••• they were singing delightfully. 
On April 9, there was also a peak of 50 birds at Broad Cove, down to 
2 by April 18, noted by Sylvia Fullerton; 50 still at Petite April 10, 
counted by Evelyn Dobson, who had 20 of them at Brookside, Halifax 
County, April 10-12. The big wave just touched our south shore -
usually it goes north - inland--seen possibly only at the isthmus. 
The theory is (see Tufts) that in seasons of heavy snow they prefer 
the southerly(shore) route. 
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Three reports of the LINCOLN'S SPARROW are 1, March 30, Micmac 
Apartments, Dartmouth (FLL); 1, May 9, Sackville, Hfx. Co. (M.Crowell) 
and 1, May 16, Brier Is. (LEN,PM). 

Earliest date for the SWAMP SPARROW is March 14 this year, 4, 
seen at Petite Riviere by the Dobsons. Swamp Sparrows have nested 
there for many years. Seven more reports, widely distributed geo
graphically were of first sightings, April 9 to 25; two more in May: 
May 5, at Economy (EPS) and May 8 at Mill Cove (RJ). 

The SONG SPARROW more than just touched the shore, it came right 
in on March 21, probably a day or so before as Brian Dalzell found 
40-50 of these birds on Cape Sable Is. (March 21) "singing on territ
ory". The same day the Cohrs observed "a small wave - about a dozen
•.. all singing and in new plumage" at Halifax; two more reports in 
March and nineteen in early April of first sightings placed the Song 
Sparrow, in good numbers, all over the province. 

Our other Snowbird, the SNOW BUNTING was still frequently seen 
in March, 1982, but we have had only one April sighting, of 6, April 
3, at Crescent Beach (RJ) and two on Mayl: 15+ on Mahoney's Beach, 
Antigonish Co. (SPF,RDC and Fred Kenney); and 2 (a pair) at Pond 
Cove, Brier Is. - the male carried off by a Merlin~ Sorry to end 
upon such a minor note, although it does depend on the point .of view. 

-PRD,Ed. 
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NEW BIRD SOCIETY PROJECT 

During the last few months a 
new project for NSBS has been in 
gestation. We are starting an ex
panded program of raptor rehabilit
ation covering the whole province. 
This started when members Ian McKay 
and Jack Cameron, who are veterin
arians, showed interest in raptor 
work and volunteered to treat any 
that were brought to them. A visit 
to the Katherine McKeever OW 1 Re
habilitation Centre in Ontario, 
fanned the flames of enthusiasm and 
with the cooperation of our Sanct
uary and Scholarship Trust Fund, the 
idea was born. Two more veterinary 
surgeons joined the team, D~s.Sandra 
Simms from Kentville and Hubert 
Bennett of Sackville. A meeting 
was held with these four and Ian 
McLaren and John Cohrs representing 

· the S & S Trust Fund, Cyril Caldwell 
of Gaspereau, an expert in raptor 
care, Peter Austin-Smith represent
ing the Department of Lands and 
Forests, and myself. 

Decisions were taken and plans 
were made. The S & S Trust Fund 

pledged to underwrite the veterinarian expenses (surgical supplies, 
etc.) the transportation of birds to the veterinarians, telephone 
calls and some bird care. 

Doctors McKay and Cameron sent a letter to all veterinarians in 
Nova Scotia explaining the scheme and asking their cooperation in 
emergency treatment and prompt transportation to the hospitals of our 
four volunteers. A press release was sent to most of the provincial 
weekly newspapers in the hope that they would publicize the scheme.* 

Now we have to wait and see what happens. 

I hope that this is the beginning of something that will grow 
and flourish. Obviously more funding will be required should services 
expand over the years. A start has been made and I hope that it is 
with the blessing and support of all of our members. Your comments 
are invited. 

--Shirley Cohrs, President. 

* Press Release, June 10, 1982. 
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SAVING INJURED BIRDS OF PREY 

A NEW PROGRAM FOR NOVA SCOTIA 

Not so long ago our birds of prey - hawks, falcons, eagles and 
owls - were considered vermin to shoot on sight. This attitude is 
fortunately changing as most people have come to know that these 
"raptors" are among the most beautiful and interesting of our wildlife. 
Furthermore, they are often beneficial mousers and scavengers, and 
those that kill the odd item of game surely have as much right as we. 
Today they are protected by provincial statutes. 

Even so, raptors remain generally rare and some continue to be 
threatened by illegal killing, habitat destruction, disturbance of 
nesting sites, collisions with road traffic and buildings, and the 
debilitating or sterilizing accumulation of pesticides and other 
chemicals in their bodies. Yet all our wildlife are subject to such 
problems; so, what is so special about birds of prey? 

Birds of prey are generally at the ends of "food chains" and by 
their very nature tend to be uncommon. Obviously there are lots 
more spruce cones that there are squirrels that eat them, and many 
more squirrels than there are hawks and owls that eat them. Because 
of their generally large sizes and rather chancy food supplies, 
raptors tend to mature quite late and produce few young at a time. 
In compensation, they have potentially long lives - eagles and large 
owls can live for decades. Thus, when faced with new and unnatural 
causes of death in our increasingly human-dominated environments, 
their populations may shrink far more alarmingly than those of other 
birds. Only recently, for example, has the magnificent Peregrine 
Falcon been apparently pulled back from the edge of extinction 
throughout most of North America by the banning of D.D.T. and by a 
crash program to release young falcons that have been reared in cap
tivity. 

Raptors are thus species in which every individual counts. To 
rear and release a baby Robin that has fallen from the nest may be 
a humane impulse, but such a bird has only a small probability of 
surviving to breed in the following spring. A Bald Eagle, its 
broken bone repaired, may continue to soar over our lands and waters 
for many years to come. 

In recent years, facilities have appeared in Europe and North 
America to help save sick and injured raptors. Among the most notable 
of these is the pioneering Owl Rehabilitation Research Foundation, 
operated with skill and dedication by Katherine McKeever at Vineland, 
Ontario. Here in Nova Scotia, Cyril Coldwell of Gaspereau, Kings Co., 
has for some years been carrying out a winter-feeding program for 
Bald Eagles, and has been caring for injured eagles and other large 
raptors. His good work has necessarily remained modest in scope in 
view of the limited financial and technical support which he has 
received. 

The Nova Scotia Bird Society,active in the study and conservation 
of birds and their environments since 1957, has undertaken to help in 
an expanded program of raptor rehabilitation in the province. This 
cannot be done, of course, by a group of bird enthusiasts alone. The 
keys to success of such a program are the promise of their healing 
skills by a number of Nova Scotia veterinarians, the abilities and 
enthusiasms of people like Cyril Coldwell and, of course, the aware
ness and cooperation of the public at large. 

The program is already in place, waiting to be tried out. Here 
is what you should do if you find an abandoned young or injured bird 
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of prey of any kind. If it is clearly lively and probably savable, 
take it to your nearest veterinarian. If this cannot be done, take 
it to the nearest Lands and Forests Office. If you cannot remove the 
bird, but feel that it is savable, you could phone a veterinarian or 
the Lands and Forests Office. It is important that you act promptly, 
as young birds may be starving and injured ones are particularly 
prone to shock from injuries. 

If the bird proves savable, the local veterinarian may effect 
some repairs or see that the bird is sent to one of a group of Nova 
Scotian veterinarians who have volunteered their special expertise 
with birds on behalf of the new program. If the bird needs extended 
time for recovery - a broken wing for example - it will be kept at a 
special center like Cyril Ccldwell's before being released. 

Some birds may be too badly damaged to be returned to the wild. 
Some of the rarer species will nevertheless be saved by the program 
for possible use in captive-breeding in the province or elsewhere. 
The offspring of such birds, carefully reared, may be valuable in 
helping to restore depleted populations of the species. 

The key to success of this program is public awareness and co
operation. We hope that Nova Scotians will not only accept birds of 
prey as fellow creatures on our troubled planet, but will take pos
itive steps to help them. For more information, write the Nova Scotia 
Bird Society, c/o Nova Scotia Museum, 1747 Summer Street, Halifax, 
NOva Scotia, B3H 3A6. 

THE OWL IS AN EPICURE 

Here is an owl story I would like to share. 

On April 13, 1982, I was sitting in my kitchen talking to a 
neighbor when I happened to look out of the window and saw a Barred 
Owl which took one of my largest goldfish from the pond - took it 
in his talons to a snowbank by the willow tree, and then,getting a 
better grip on it, flew off. 

From then on it was there every night, or evening, I should say; 
but on the 19th of April there were two of them there, sitting in 
the willow tree, looking over the pond. I did not see them there 
again after that but heard the call at night and sometimes in the 
afternoon. 

On May 10, I was up at six a.m. - and there was a Barred Owl 
sitting on the ground at the outlet of the pond; maybe hunting for a 
frog? I do not know. But I feel that I am fortunate to be living 
where I do, and can see this "wonderful nature in the raw". 

Evelyn E. Coates, 
Nappan, Cumberland Co.,N.S. 
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A DIVERSITY OF WINGS 

by Sally Stetson Tongren 
Sally Stetson Tongren is a bird enthusiast, a museum worker, and 

a freelance writer living in Virginia, U.S.A. 
illustrations by Diana Rosenfeld 

This article is reprinted here with the kind permission of the 
Maine Audubon society, from the Maine Quarterly Audubon. 

Prinzary 

A~ 

A bird is flight. The soaring of the 
eagle, the long V of geese in the spring 
twilight, the r~stle of wings as the chick
adee alights at the feeder are the bird's 
very essence. We are moved by flight, its 
implication of freedom and far horizons, but 
perhaps for this reason, we rarely analyze 
it. Yet flight is many things to many birds. 
Think for a moment of herons and loons, hawks 
and hummingbirds, gulls and grouse. All fly, 
but how differently: Life over the ocean 
imposes different demands from life in fields 

or forests,and birds are closely adapted to their habitats. Bird 
flight, while observing the laws of aerodynamics, is fine tuned to a 
multitude of life styles, and the bird is structured accordingly. 

Flight demands high energy, low weight, and efficient operation. 
To these ends, the bird's structure and physiology are adapted in 
every respect. Nowhere is this more evident than in the design of 
the wing. Wings may be compared to the human arm, a short upper arm, 
a forearm and a much modified hand. The proportions vary in differ
ent species, the hummingbird's wing being mostly hand, and the albat
ross's being longest in the upper arm. The wing folds like the lett
er z at wrist and elbow, so that it tucks up neatly at the bird's 
side. The shoulder joint moves easily up and down and rotates quite 
freely, but has little movement forward and backwards. Feathering is 
highly adapted to flight. On the hand are the primary feathers, long, 
and usually narrower on the leading side of the mid-vane than on the 
other. These are essential to flight. A bird may fly without its 
tail feathers or without the secondary feathers on the forearm, but 
without the primaries, it is helpless. Smooth feathering covers 
the leading edge and surface of the wing, giving a stream-lined 
surface. 

Wings are moved by powerful muscles that attach to the keel of 
the breast bone. From these very bulky muscles, slender extensions 
and tendons run out to the wing bones, enabling the muscles to pull 
while keeping the bird's weight close to the center of gravity. 

In order to fly, the bird must lift itself against the pull of 
gravity. The wing is convex above and concave below, or cambered, 
the degree of cambering varying in different species. In flight, 
moving air travels farther over the upper surface of the wing than 
over the lower, resulting in slightly reduced air pressure above the 
wing. This difference, increasing with speed and the angle of the 
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wing to the air stream, supports the bird. At an angle of about 15 
degrees, turbulence builds up behind the wing. To prevent stalling, 
the small bunch of feathers on the thumb, the alula, opens to form a 
slot that splits the air stream and smooths it. Turbulence forms at 
wing tips as well. Soaring birds have long wings that separate the 
areas of turbulence and some have primaries that open to form deep 
slots. 

Flocks of birds make use of these currents of air set up by their 
fellows. Geese in V formation are resting one wing on the air dis
turbed by the bird ahead. Gannets fly in line, each bird riding the 
wake of another. The leader will fall back in the same manner as the 
person breaking trail on snow shoes lets another take his turn at the 
hard work. 

Birds must move ahead through the air or develop thrust, and to 
do so may glide, soar or flap. All birds flap at times, and all bird$ 
glide, letting momentum carry them on spread wings. They glide when 
landing, and they glide from a high point to a lower one. Many alter
nate flaps and glides; woodpeckers and goldfinches flap and then glide 
on almost closed wings, giving their wavering type of flight. 

Soaring flight makes skillful use of moving air currents to carry 
a bird with little wing action. Soaring birds are hunters, scavengers 
fishermen, large birds of open country and open ocean. The advant
ages of riding the air while looking for a meal are obvious, but bird$ 
soar when they are not hunting, as well. Soaring plays a part in 
territorial and nuptial displays, and some seem to soar for pleasure. 

Soaring takes advantage of thermals, rising bubbles of air that 
form where the land or water surface is unevenly heated. It uses 
rising air currents where wind strikes a cliff, a ship, or waves, or 
where air masses rise over the mountains. Vultures, hawks and eagles 
that soar over land have long, broad wings with long primaries. In 
addition to reducing turbulence, these slotted primaries provide ex
tra surface, each feather acting as a little wing. Broad tails give 
added surface and act as rudders. The bird flies into a current of 
rising air and circles upward within it, constantly adjusting with 
fine movements of wings and tail. Such birds are more common in warm 
climates and mountainous regions than cool, forested ones, since these 
conditions favor thermals. 

Soaring sea birds have long, narrow wings without slotted tips. 
The wide, slotted wing gives great maneuverability over land, but the 
sea bird needs speed and low wind resistance. Sea bird's wings have 
little camber; the winds can provide all the lift they need. Gulls 
soar along the cliffs and around ships. Shearwaters and fulmars soar 
along the updrafts where the wind strikes the waves. Far from avoid
ing the wind, these birds need it, finding take-off and flight diffi
cult in a dead calm. They are able to ride with the winds, shelter
ing in troughs of the waves in a gale, riding out storms on the water. 

Dynamic soaring is a refinement perfected by albatrosses but used 
at times by other sea birds, gulls and hawks. Because of the frict
ion of wind on water, wind speed decreases in a gradient toward the 
surface. Birds glide down wind toward the surface, picking up speed 
like a skier going down hill, then turn into the wind and rise as the 
skier may run up another slope. They rise into the wind until they 
lose speed, then turn for another glide down wind. Dynamic soarers 
are extremely long-winged, the wandering albatross having a wing span 
of eleven feet. They spend their lives at sea, harvesting the rich 
resources of cold waters, coming to land only to breed. The winds 
that circle the oceans carry them back to their nesting grounds. 
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In flapping flight, power comes not from moving air, but from 
beating wings. It is complex and not fully understood, but, essent
ially, is a motion of the hand and the primaries moving in a forward 
and downward stroke. As the trailing edges of the primaries meet the 
air, they are forced upward and act like propeller blades, biting the 
air, and pulling··the bird forward. On .the up stroke, the wing bends 
at the wrist and the primaries open like venetian blind slats, reduc
ing air resistance. This basic theme has variations, however. Heavy 
birds, and most birds on take-off, rotate the wing at the shoulder so 
that the primaries bite on the up stroke as well as the down stroke. 
The hummingbird, with a specialized wing that is mostly hand, h~s per4 
fected this so that, in hovering flight, the wing rotates so far that 
the upper surface faces down. 

Birds that habitually flap have much more powerful breast musc
les than those that soar, and their wings are quite different in de
sign. There are two types of flapping wing, with many intergrades. 
One is the narrow, back swept wing of the aerial hunters and long 
distance migrants. It is a wing that gives great speed, maneuverabili 
ity, and stamina. Swallows and swifts, which take insects on the win~, 
falcons, which hunt birds in flight, and shore birds, which make long 
flights over water, have this kind of wing. Ducks achieve fast, pow
erful flight on narrow wings, but, because of their weight, have less 
ability to turn rapidly. As a group, these birds fly fast, probably 
averaging 50-60 miles per hour. They are birds of open spaces where 
speed is an advantage in capturing prey or escaping predators. 

The other kind of flapping wing is the short, rounded, highly 
cambered wing of woodland birds. The grouse, for example, is a 
ground-living bird with no need for sustained speed, but great need 
for a fast thundering take-off and dodging flight. They are power
fully muscled and can rise like a rocket. Most of our familiar birds 
jays, woodpeckers, thrushes, and sparrows belong in this category. 
Life in the woods demands the ability to twist and turn among the 
branches. Warblers and vireos pursue insects with short darts and 
quick rises. The chickadee· can turn in three one-hundredths of a 
second. Goshawks travel through the trees on broad, slotted wings as 
do owls. Hunting in the forest demands slow, controlled flight and 
quick thrns. 

Auks and diving petrels also have rather short, rounded wings, 
although their habitat is very different. These birds swim with thei~ 
wings, the tightly closed primaries forming efficient paddles. But 
they fly with effort, flapping rapidly and steering with their webbed1 
feet. ~s with sea ducks and loons, whose weight adapts them to divint 
they must run into the wind to gain enough speed for take~off and wati 
er ski on landing. 

When we say that birds fly, we are not discussing a simple oper
ation, but a sophisticated, highly evolved, complex process. The dyn~ 
amic soaring of the albatross, the effortless up-stroke of the robin'~ 
wing, the fuel efficiency of the golden plover, must be the envy of 
any aircraft designer. The chickadee at your window is heir to a pro~ 
cess that began before man was dreamed of and has come to a point of 
perfection that he may never attain. 
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FIELD TRIP REPORTS 

February 28 - Sewer Stroll- Halifax Dartmouth Area 

Sunday, February 28, 1982, was the occasion of the Second Annual 
Sewer Walk; not really a momentous occurance, but it was a good excuse 
for a number of birders to get out and get some fresh air--sewer 
outlets are not smelly!! The trip started at Hartland Point with 
abogt 15 observers meeting under a bright sun, but it was cold--
-14 C and a strong N.W. wind, but then what can you expect for the 
last day of February. 

We looked into almost all the outlets around the Harbour, includ
ing Bedford Basin and a few of us continued on to Sambro. In some 
places the birds were very co-operative, at Canal Street we saw 
Herring and Ring-billed Gulls together, and what's more, Bonaparte's 
and Black Headed Gulls were sitting side by side; comparison of field 
marks could not be easier. 

At the Volvo plant we saw about 5-6 Black-backed Gulls sitting 
on the roof. Which, if any, was the Lesser Black-backed? After 
some discussion we selected one of the birds as being smaller and 
paler than the others. Someone remarked "now, if only it would stand 
we could see its yellow legs and be sure", so, about five seconds 
later it stood--stretched--and sat--mission accomplished. 

In all we saw about 37 species and for details of the Grand 
Finale I refer you to the letter from Roy John on page 32 of the 
April 1982 issue of Nova Scotia Birds. What a day! 

W.G. Caudle 

March 21 - Eastern Passage, Cow Bay, Cole Harbour 

The first full day of Spring was sunny, with light winds, and 
15 birders spent the morning in a leisurely exploration of the nooks 
and crannies along the shore from Hartlen Pt. to the Cole Harbour 
Dykes. We found no new arrivals. Five species of Gull (giving us a 
good chance to compare field marks), eleven varieties of auck and a 
few other wintering birds gave us a total of 29 species. 

There was no shortage of birds, however. As we walked along 
the railway track, we were treated to the sound and sight of several 
hundred Canada Geese as they took off from Cole Harbour and. flew low 
over our heads. 

Our scheduled trip ended with the lunch stop at this point, 
sitting on the sun-warmed rocks, watching the birds on the water. 
However, some of the party had missed the early part of the trip and 
F. Lavender kindly volunteered to show them some birding spots 
farther along the shore so the day ended successfully for all. 

Joyce Purchase. 

April 10 - Eastern Shore 

The day was seasonably bleak, but we attracted 19 enthusuasts, 
who were not disappointed by the birding. We started at Conrads 
Beach, where we found the two early-spring specialities of that 
lovely place--2 Piping Plovers and about 5 "Ipswich" Sparrows. The 
White spruce woods produced few birds other than 8 bustling Fox 
Sparrows. Moving along, we saw good numbers of divers 0 and waterbirds, 
including 20 Common Loons, mostly in one bunch, at Rocky Run --some 
study of these and banter about Arctic Loons. We then descended on 
the Willises at Three Fathom Harbor, using their property as avant
age to scan the ever lively barrachois pond. Among a variety of 
ducks, a fleeting male Gadwall was a rare sight. The next, and last, 
hot spot was at Chezzettcook, where we stopped to munch lunch and 
admire 620 Canada Geese having theirs on the salt marsh. Near them 
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was a spanking pair of Northern Shovelers, a Nova Scotia first for 
some of our party. The half-day's list was 46 species, heartening 
in early April. 

Ian McLaren 

April 17 - Cadden Bay 

The white sand beaches of Cadden Bay, Queens County, curve for 
at least two miles and are far enough away from civilization to make 
them a Mecca for both Piping Plovers and birdwatchers. Fortunately, 
the area has not been developed, that is, made into a "recreational 
resource", after the province expropriated the Woods' property a few 
years ago. In spite of a few trail bikes occasionally churning up 
the beach, Nova Scotia's largest concentration of Piping Plovers 
remains in relative peace. 

About twenty members of the Bird Society checked the beach on 
April 17, an untypically pleasant day for this spring. The group 
found about two dozen plovers, a figure, perhaps, slightly under 
previous years. Otherwise, the variety of shorebirds for this time 
of year fell short of the leader's expectations. This could be 
attributed to the fact that the tidal area behind bhe beach seems to 
have filled in, reducing the foraging area used by shorebirds during 
migration. Killdeer were abundant and several Mallards and Horned 
Larks were spotted. Eric Cooke was rewarded for his early arrival by 
seeing a Pileated Woodpecker near Port Joli. 

The trip was worthwhile because now the Piping Plovers have 
additional protectors who can find the part in the alders where the 
trail begins. 

George Perry 

May 1 - Antigonish 

As far as I know this is probably the first official field trip 
for Antigonish County. 

A cold brisk NW wind flew and temperatures reached only a raw 
45°F. under threatening skies, merely a continuation of the last few 
days. 

Three brave souls showed up--Fred Kenney, Stephen Flemming and 
myself. It was unfortunate that more didn't come because the birds 
did. Just to show you what you missed here is a sample of some of 
the birds: 10+ Evening Grosbeaks, 3 Purple Martin, 5 Bald Eagles 
(3 were immatures and one adult seen at close range), 3 Kingfishers, 
10 Ospreys (2 with flounders seen at very close range), Lesser and 
Greater Yellowlegs, Blue and Green-winged Teals, "bunny rabbit and 
muskrat", Kestrel, 15 Snow Buntings, 1 Horned Lark, 3 pairs Piping 
Plover, 15+ Red-breasted Mergansers, Savannah Sparrows, Great 
Cormorants at Crystal Cliffs and 1 Common.Scoter. A total of 31 
species--not bad at all and I am sure the birds will be there again 
sometime in the near future. 

Roland Chiasson 

May 22 - Mooseland 

On Saturday, May 22, a very successful field trip was held at 
Mooseland, Halifax Co., led by Karl and Wendie Tay. 

In complete contrast to the disaster of last year's trip, this 
year both the weather and the birds co-operated to the fullest. The 
day dawned bright and sunny, with a fair breeze and slightly cool 
temperature to keep the blackflies at bay. 
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Including the leaders, 26 people attended from such diverse areas 
as Pictou, Kentville and Truro. The first part of the excursion 
included a walk along the road, where most of our Nova Scotia warblers 
made their appearance. One birder observed, "If you stand still with 
binoculars, the warblers will just fly by!" A variety of other wood
land birds were present as well, to prevent any monotony from just 
warblers. 

After a pleasant break for coffee, the party proceeded about 
25 kilometers by car to Taylor Head Beach Park. Several stops were 
made along the road to observe mated and nesting Common Eider and 
both Cormorants. At the park, a short walk provided an interesting 
variety of birds. 

In a warm, sheltered picnic area, the party had a relaxing 
lunch and discussed the morning's birds--a total of 54 species. After 
lunch, the party dispersed to pursue whatever area of the trip they 
preferred. Some returned to the boreal forest area of Mooseland, but 
most preferred to walk the headland of Taylor Head. Many more species 
were added to the number seen for the day, probably in excess of 
70 species. 

Wendie Tay. 

May 29 - Yarmouth 

Birders were few--just 9-- but birds were numerous, varied, 
vociferous and highly visible. 

First area visited was the beech woods along the Perry Road at 
Carleton, where title for the commonest warbler was a toss-up be
tween Ovenbird and Blackburnian. Birds came thick and fast and at 
one point, party members had to decide which to train their binoculars 
on--Blackburnian, Canada or Black-throated Blue. 

The next stop was Ellenwood Park for lunch and thence to the 
Land of Egypt via Raynardton and Tusket, which latter spot yielded a 
brilliant male Baltimore Oriole but no hoped-for Mockingbird. 

On the Egypt marsh most of half-an-hour was spent trying to 
identify a big golden-brown shorebird which, when flushed, turned 
out to be a plain, ordinary every-day Willet! There were, however, 
several slightly early Sharp-tailed Sparrows. 

Pinckney's Point, the next stop, produced Black-bellied Plovers, 
a Kestrel and Killdeers, and Sunday Point and Sand Beach, the last 
stops, produced Green-winged Teal and winnowing Common Snipe, but the 
pair of Wilson's Phalaropes seen on Monday's trip, had moved on. 
Just as the party was breaking up, the Mockingbird, missed at Tusket, 
posed on a telephone wire for all to see, and brought the day's total 
to 71. 

We saw all the warblers and hawks and most of the finches we 
could reasonably expect but where were the Rose-breasted Grosbeaks? 

C.R.K. Allen 

May 29 - South Head Area - Cape Breton 

The May field day was very satisfactory. It is supposed to be 
warbler day, and we did see warblers. However, there was also every
thing else, from Great Cormorant to Song Sparrow, so we had a real 
diversity. Our rarity was a Black-crowned Night Heron at the Sanct
uary. While we were there a man came along and told us that he had 
seen four of them a day or two previously. 

We had a party of twelve, one of whom had never come on a field 
trip before, but professed to enjoying it. 
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This May field day always seems precious to me. It is the first 
outing of the year that isn't done in some defiance of the elements, 
so that we can look forward to strolling along the paths rather than 
pushing our way against a bitter wind. 

Everything looks so new. The leaves are so small and fresh, the 
larch just clouded over with a green haze on the knobby branches. 
and a shrub of shadbush blooming here and there. Of course, the birds 
are all glowing in their spring coats and what could be sweeter than 
a Black Duck leading her fluffy little ones through the leads in the 
swamp? 

The bird watchers do not keep up with this spring grandeur. 
Nobody anywhere can outdo members of the Bird Society in extremes of 
dowdiness, with their shabby old jackets, muddy boots, hats and caps 
that have been going on field trips for years, sweaters with sagging 
pockets, all in the greatest comfort and good companionship. Yes, we 
had a perfectly lovely day. 

Saturday 
Sept. 18 

Oct. 9-11 
Thanksgiv
ing Wk-end 

Saturday 
Oct. 2 3 

Sara MacLean 

UPCOMING FIELD TRIPS 

Saturday 
Aug. 14 

Sunday 
Aug. 15 

Sunday 

Fuller's Bridge, Cape Breton. 
Meet at Marion Bridge at 0880 hrs. 
Leader: Hedley Hopkins 

Evangeline Beach and Area, Kings 
Co. Shorebirds at your feet. 
Leader: Frank Himsl. Time 0800 
hrs. Don't be late, the tide 
won't wait. Meet at the Grand 
Pre Tourist Bureau. Inquiries, 
phone: 453-2588 

Sept. 12 Tancook Island. Exploratory trip 
meet at Ferry in Chester before 
1030 hrs. (boat departs 1045,re

turns from Tancook 1800 hrs) Leader: Fred Dobson. Bring 
a lunch, prepare for rough walking. If raining in the 
a.m-. or forecast to rain, trip will be cancelled. 

Tusket Island, Yar. Co. Leader: C.R.K. Allen. Meet at 
the Tuna wharf, Lower Wedgeport 0900 hrs. There will be 
a charge for the boat depending on number making the trip. 
Probably.minimum $10.00. Please notify C.R.K.A. or Don 
Purchase if you wish to attend not later than Sept.5 
Phone: Allen-648-2752 or Purchase- 434-5199. 

Seal Island. For reservations and information, contact 
Ian McLaren at 429-7024 or write him at 1755 Cambridge St., 
Halifax, or phone Don Purchase 434-5199 

Cherry Hill Beach, Lun. Co. Held in conjunction with ex
hibit at Des Brisay Museum, Bridgewater on Oct 22 (see 
April issue, pg. 39). Leader: Shirley Cohrs. Meet at 
United Communities Fire Hall at Cherry Hill - entrance to 
Cherry Bill Beach at 0700 hrs. Shorebirds. 
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Mourning Dove at the feeder of John 
Redmond at Jollimore, Halifax, May '82. 

Some of the eighteen Mourning Doves at 
the feeder of J.E. Shuh at Truro, Jan. '82. 
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So Birding is for Little Old Ladies 

Richard Stern 

Advice for novice birders always stresses what a safe and gentle 
hobby it is. But is it? Let us follow the fortunes (or misfortunes) 
of a typical Nova Scotia Birder (hereinafter called the NSB), once he 
or she has summed up enough enthusiasm to venture out into the wide 
world beyond his backyard feeder. 

NSB will typically turn his biological diurnal rhythm totally 
topsy-turvy by getting up at 3 or 4 a.m., to drive two or three hund
red miles to some fog-shrouded island, usually via a ferry or a fish
ing boat on a choppy sea. 

The hazards to life and limb of the birding driver must be sim
ilar to those of the drinking driver, although birding is not mention
ed in any of the official government pamphlets on road safety and 
hazards. However, have you ever been in a convoy of cars on a field 
trip when a rare bird flies up the road and the front car stops 
suddenly? Or, have you ever watched the driver behind you, especially 
if he is a non-birder, when you are doing 100 km ph on the 103, and 
you slam on the brakes because the crow in the tree by the roadside 
just might not be a crow? Another common behavioral trait exhibited 
by birders is to drive very slowly along the highway, with head rotat
ed through 90°, peering out of the side window, with consequent weav
ing from lane to lane. I know of at least one birder who was stopped 
by the R.C.M.P. and given the breathalizer test for doing this: 

However, let us return to our friend NSB, who, if he has survived 
this trip so far, is ready for the next phase--that is, by boat or 
ferry. As he watches the horizon slowly heaving up and down while 
searching for gannets and shearwaters (which are usually about 2000 
miles away at the time), the fumes from the diesel engine waft past 
his nose and those from the remains of last month's catch slosh 
around his feet. If it is cold enough, he may even get frostbitten 
fingers from attempting to focus his binoculars. 

Assuming he has not fallen .into the icy water off our coast, NSB 
has now reached his destination. He will find a tent or even a hut 
in which to lay his head at night, which he will undoubtedly share 
with the local rodent fauna. In order to find a place to allow his 
body to function naturally he usually has to go crashing about in 
dense undergrowth, through a bog in total darkness, an activitity 
which, if continued for more than a day or two, causes severe intest
inal discomfort, since in practice it is always easier to do nothing 
and hope the feeling will go away. 

Now that he has arrived, NSB is eager to actually see some birds. 
He wanders about peering through his binoculars, stepping over cliffs 
and into ponds as he goes. Attempting to find species such as thrush
es or Canada Warblers, he will likely get tangled up in thorn bushes, 
raspberries and brambles. Provided he does not break his ankle, he 
will only be covered in scratches and with a bit of luck he won't get 
tetanus. 

If NSB is very lucky, he may even get close to some birds. Al
though many birds are covered in fleas and ti'cks (which can cause such 
ailments as Q fever and Eastern equine encephalitis), and some excrete 
substances that can cause fibrosis of the legs, and some carry viruses 
that can cause pneumonia, they are actually very safe. No bird borne 
disease other than from domestic pigeons has ever occurred in this 
province, so NSB is safe. However, if he is even luckier, he may get 
to handle a bird or two, e.g., at a birding station. Here the hazards 
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are directly proportional to the size and sharpness of the bill and 
the claws--the most dangerous clearly being the larger woodpeckers 
and the larger hawks. If NSB handles, say, a Hairy Woodpecker, he 
should remember that it spends much of its life smashing its nose 
violently against tree-trunks and loving every minute of it! Just 
think what it can do to your fingers. 

Finally, NSB's trip comes to an end and he spends the next two 
days sitting in the wind and rain on his island, incommunicado, wait
ing for the weather to clear enough for the boat to take him back to 
his wife, family and job. He is sleep-deprived, seasick, constipated, 
covered in scratches, bites and ticks, but he has seen some good birds 
so he is happy. It really is more exciting than sticking to the 
back-yard feeder. 

This photograph, taken at Lr. LaHave in 
April 1982, clearly shows the diffenence 
in size and shape tetween a Great Egret (left) 
and a Great Blue Heron. (Can you spot the Herring 
Gull?) (Photo - Cohrs. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

During the third week of April, I saw a crow with distinct white 
markings on tail and on wings. This crow was with another crow in the 
Wolfville marsh. There was no absence of feathers in the albino area; 
rather, the feathers were colored white. Does someone own a pet crow 
in Wolfville or is someone marking crows? 

If anyone wants more details they can write to me: 

Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

Roland Chiasson, 
General Delivery 
Maitland Bridge, Annapolis Co., 
Nova Scotia 

Recently the Nova Scotia Bird Society sent a letter to the 
Federal Minister of Northern Affairs expressing concern over, and 
urging, close governmental supervision of the sale of wild Gyrfalcons 
to foreign concerns. 

Wild Gyrfalcon chicks sell for $20,000.00 each, thus a single 
nest could net the captor $80,000.00. 

It is apparent that poaching presents a serious threat to the 
birds, but close surveillance of the legal hunt will provide some 
measure of protection. 

Let me express my thanks to you for your efforts in this matter. 

Robert B. Dickie. 

Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

This past week I received a letter from Robert G. MacNeil, 
Operations Manager, Prince Edward Island National Park. Bob grew up 
in New Waterford and worked for Provincial and Federal Government 
Departments in Sydney, Louisbourg, Newfoundland, and since June of 
last year, at P.E.I. National Park. 

A very popular portion of the P.E.I. National Park is the famous 
Cavendish Beach, which beside being a much used recreation area by 
swimmers, sun-bathers, hikers and beach combers, is also the breeding 
area for about 20 pairs of Piping Plover. For some years the park 
staff has been struggling with the problem of protecting the Piping 
Plovers from disturbance by visitors using the area for recreation 
purposes. 

20 pairs of any species of bird may not seem a matter of much 
concern, but Bob points out that these 20 pairs constitute 1% of the 
known number in existence, a total that is dwindling so rapidly that 
they are on what is known as the Blue List, indicating that the spec
ies is in great danger of extinction. 

Piping Plovers belong to a world-group of small shore birds known 
as "Ring-necks", thus named because of the black ring around their 
necks. 

The Maritime Provinces shores from the northern extremity are 
their breeding grounds, stretching down the Atlantic Seaboard as far 
as Florida. They also breed along the shores of the Great Lakes. 
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They have a habit of nesting in the sand, just above the high
water line, sometimes alongside or under a tuft of Marram grass or in 
the lee of a rock or piece of driftwood. Bob writes: "Plover nests 
are so well camouflaged that beachcombers and their pets often trample 
the eggs and young before realizing it". Piping Plover are difficult 
to see because their backs are the color of dry white sand. 

It is easy to understand how these birds are running a losing 
battle on beaches farther south when the warm weather draws crowds in 
Mid-May and early June, just when they are nesting. Here, where beach 
activity can be delayed by cold winds and colder water, they may have 
a better chance of successfully rearing their young--a matter of from 
27 to 31 days--before being threatened by a human invasion. However, 
damage does happen. 

Under Bob's guidance, an all-out effort is being made this spring 
and summer on the Cavendish Beach to protect these nesting colonies 
with fences and posted warnings. On other beaches throughout the 
Maritimes, Park staffs, Canadian Wildlife Service people and members 
of our Lands and Forests Department are carrying out similar programst 

Anyone discovering a nesting colony of either of these plovers 
Should advise the nearest Lands and Forests office. For the rest of 
us, we can at least respect the posted areas and warn others, espec
ially children, of the importance of protecting these birds as well 
as we can. 

!our NSBS Piping Plover Project {see N.S.BIRDS, July 1981 issue,p.26) 
got "off the ground" successfully this spring, thanks to the con
tributions in time and effort of some of our members. We hope to have 
a full report of the nesting success of the Provinces' "Pipings" as 
soon as it is documented. ED. 

Editor, Nova Scotia Birds: 

I'd like to clear up a point that I made in an article about 
Shearwaters. One sentence read, "Unlike Petrels and Fulmars, Shear
waters do not expel foul-smelling stuff from their nostrils". 

I must make it clear, that all tubernoses get rid of salt from 
their systems through their nostrils. The Petrel, however, expells a 
prodigious amount. 

I've hand-held many Shearwaters, but never have I seen one shoot 
the stuff out. On the other hand, the Petrel's uncanny ability to 
unload the moment you pick it up, leaves you muttering to yourself. 
I've read somewhere that they do that when they're frightened. 

Wilson's Petrel is very common on George's Bank, but not so 
Leach's. As soon as you hit the edge of the bank, the edge of deep
water, Leach's become very common. 

I find that the best way to tell the two apart from a distance, 
is by their flight pattern, which is very different. Leach's boun~ing, 
erratic flight, reminds me of a Nighthawk. Wilson's flight is more 
direct and swallow-like. 

Leach's does not follow ships, and can be seen going to and fro 
at a distance. The Wilson's Petrel is a ship-follower, and thus can 
be chummed with a variety of garbage and table scraps. The sight of 
several hundred of these birds, dancing lightly on the surface of a 
calm sea, is a very rewarding experience. 

Petrels occupy a place in Mythical folklore. Legend has it, 
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that they hang around ships in distress, waiting to carry away the 
souls of drowned sailors. Mariners have long regarded the presence 
of Petrels around their boats as sinister forerunners of an approach-
ing storm. 

They do seem to plop aboard on stark, dark evenings, before an 
approaching storm. come to think of it, they are called Storm Petrels. 

Raymond s. d'Entremont 

BIRDING KNOWLEDGE 

(First of a series meant to upgrade readers' knowledge and appreciat
ion of some of our commoner species.) 

WHITE-THROATED SPARROW 

Zonotrichia albicallis 
Summers across Canada to limit of trees; 
6-7 inches long; wingspread 8 3/4 - 10 
inches. Sexes similar; conspicuous white 
throat, crown narrowly striped black and 
white, or black, brown and tan; yellow spot 
betw~en eye and bill. 

Lives in bushy woodlands, cat tail marshes, 
shrubby pastures, cutover wood margins.· 

Song: sweet quavery notes translated var
iously as "Old Sam Peabody, Peabody, Peabody, 

Oh, sweet Canada Canada Canada";female sometimes sings. 

Feeding Habits. Scratches on ground in leaves; eats weed seeds, some 
berries and insects; will come to feeders (usually underneath) for 
mixed seed. 

Nest. Built by female, usually on ground concealed under bushes. 
Built of grasses, pine needles, twigs and lined with grass or deer 
hair. 

~- 4-6, cream, blue or green marked heavily with brown 

Incubation. During May-Aug. 12-14 days. Rarely raise more than one 
brood a year. 

Other Names. Canada bird, white-throat, Peabody Bird, Cherry-Bird, 
nightingale. 

Age. 7-8 years. 

The White-throat's song seems the essence of the Northern Canadian 
summer. 
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FI ELD GU IDE HOLDER 
Most pockets are not wide enough to accomodate a field guide. One of 
these book-holders can be attached to the belt or made into a shoulder 
bag. The pattern was designed by Mary Toplack, Dundas, Ont., who has 
kindly given us permission to share it. She makes it from discarded 
jeans or other "found" material and this size fits the Peterson Field 
Guide. An experienced seamstress could add a zipper to one pocket 
for carrying keys, cash, etc., or fancy it up with embroidery for 
ladies. Keep it light and-- GOOD LUCK'. 
1. Cut out Jacket and Pocket piece. 
2. Finish edges of Pocket piece and sew tapes in position. 
3. Sew seam allowances A-A and B-B to inside at both ends of "spine" 

of book bag. 
4. Sew Pocket piece to Jacket piece as follows: Placing wrong side of 

pocket to right side of jacket, sew pocket to jacket along long 
edges (top and bottom) and spine except for pencil slot, leaving 
ends open for pockets. 

5. Right sides together, fold X's to X's and Y's to Y's. Sew along 
seam allowance, being careful not to catch pocket or tapes in 
seams. Turn right side out and insert book. 
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE RIVENDELL EAGLES 

R. G. s. Bidwell 

V. Bald Eagles at Home 

Bald eagles certainly roam, and they travel considerable dis
tances from time to time just in the routine of their everyday lives. 
At times they are absent from the nest site for weeks on end, part
icularly in late fall after the year's young has started to become 
independent, and again during the hardest part of the winter, when 
there is not much food about. However, they are essentially home
bodies, and return often to the nest site even in the "off season". 
They may be away most of December, then one or both will reappear 
for a few days. Perhaps we will see them only once or twice during 
January, but from mid- or late-February they are back in residence 
more or less continuously for the summer. Not infrequently in 
November or December, we see only one eagle and anxiously wonder if 
an accident has befallen the other. Usually, though, they come and 
go together. 

Sometimes they stop by to do a bit of maintainance work on the 
nest during the late fall or early winter, or even in January or 
early February. At these times they tend to be uncharacteristically 
silent and spend most of their time sitting on the perch tree, pat
rolling the air within a mile or two, or perhaps feeding on any bits 
and pieces of dead animals that may have been left lying about. 
There is no sense of urgency or direction in their behavior. 

All this changes when the annual routine starts in earnest in 
late February. Massive amounts of dead branches are hauled to the 
nest and put in place, and old hay or grass exposed by the melting 
snow is ca.rried up to line it. But first, an important ritual has to 
be observed. Like most ritualists, eagles are so serious about their 
business that, for all their stern mien and regal bearing, when they 
try to do something important they always end up looking ridiculous. 

I earlier described the raucus introduction and courtship of the 
present pair of eagles at Rivendell. The annual mating ritual is 
every bit as noisy, though not so protracted, and a great deal funnier. 
Last year, during the warm February of 1981, we saw the best perform
ance ever. I came into the living room one morning to find my wife, 
helpless with mirth, watching the pair of eaqles on the perch tree 
across the river. If two eagles sitting side-by-side on a branch can 
constitute a chorus line, this was a chorus line. A more absurdly 
solemn dance routine we have never seen. I may not have got the words 
just right--they were a bit indistinct, floating across the river, 
but it sounded (and looked) something like this: 

One and two and-a one and-a two and-a 
Take a little jump and kick your right leg ouc, 
Throw back your head and give a great big shout'. 
Wag y'r tail and stamp y'r foot and flap each wing, 
And do the eagle shuffle, 'cos baby, it's spring'. 

And this in February: When the dance (a sort of slow-motion 
Can-can) had gone on for about half-an-hour, both eagles left their 
perch and flew up into the sky in huge circles, ever higher, until 
they were almost out of sight. Then, high in the air, they soared 
and tumbled for an hour or more before flying off to some distant (and 
presumably secluded) haunt for whatever unfinished business they had 
still to do. That seems to be the way with eagles: alternately 
breathtakingly beautiful, stern and ma;estic, and comic opera. With 
eagles about, there is neve:c a dull moITtent ! 
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The eggs are generally laid in March, and this may cause a 
certain amount of trauma. The nest is a massive affair, by now 
fully eight feet in diameter and perhaps four feet thick, with a 
large central cup. However, the female eagle cannot crouch low 
enough in the nest to get completely out of the wind. In 1981, the 
February warm spell got them started early, and the March cold and 
snowstorms were evidently a cause of great discomfort. The male 
eagle can retire to the centre of a bushy tree at night or during 
fierce storms where he is pretty well sheltered, but the female does 
not have an option. 

One wild March day we watched through the telescope from the 
warmth of the living room as the female sat on the nest during a 
fierce blizzard. Just visible through the snow we could see her, not 
crouching down, but with her head up and facing the wind, her great 
beak cutting the storm like the prow of some Viking ship of old. 
The storm continued most of the night, but let up early next morning. 
When we next looked at the nest we found it had changed its shape. 
The male had brought in a new load of branches and they (or he) had 
built a great windbreak on the windward side of the nest. Evidently 
the female had had enough. Later in spring the windbreak was more 
or less dismantled and many of the sticks (those that were not lost 
over the side) were worked into the fabric of the main nest. On the 
whole this sounds like a sensible exercise. However, one might hope 
that they will someday learn to build the windscreen before the storm, 
not after! 

Besides helping in the nest building, we have now definitely 
established that the male eagle feeds the female while she is sitting. 
So far, we have not been able to determine if the feeding routine is 
as formal as that for the chick, which is fed about the same time 
each day until it gets so big that it has to (or wants to) be fed al
most continuously. We have frquently seen the male eagle fly to the 
nest with food--some fish or offal--in his talons, and deposit some 
of it on the nest. This seems to be a sharing process, because the 
male often saves some for himself while his mate is eating. 

Eagles usually lay two or three eggs each year but they appear 
to hatch sequentially up to a week apart. Often, the older chick 
will kill or heave the later hatched ones out of the nest so that 
only one is raised. Sometimes, however, two or three young are 
raised in the nest simultaneously. Then ... trouble! Not only is it 
a great deal more work to collect food for twins or triplets, but the 
youngsters take up a lot of room. In one nest nearby, a "newlywed" 
pair raised triplets their first try. The nest was a small one, and 
as the youngsters grew it became impossibly crowded; no room at all 
for the adults to rest, if they had the time. Finally one youngster 
fell out (or was pushed out) and the parents had to feed it separate
ly on the ground. Luckily by this time the young were nearly ready 
to fly, and all three, including the grounded one, eventually got 
into the air. 

One might think that the trouble would be over when the young· 
sters learn to fly. Not a bit; if anything, it gets worse. Young 
eagles are slow to learn, and they have to be minded constantly. 
Looking after one is a burden, but a set of twins is double trouble! 
The female parent has to teach the youngsters to feed and fend for 
themselves and each one has to be shown everything individually. 
Classroom psychology apparently does not work for eagles. 

The Rivendell eagles raised twins a few years ago, and we watch
ed the learning process with fascination and with sympathy for the 
mother eagle. For example, a nice tasty tid-bit of dead fish would 
wash up on a gravel bar in the river, The mother would fly down to it 
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with one youngster in tow, deposit him on the gravel bar, then go 
back and ferry in the second one. Then each youngster, in turn, 
would have to be shown how to find, and then eat, this "wild" game. 
Naturally, a roving band of crows would join the party, and the 
youngsters would have to be protected, individually of course, from 
the marauders. The crows are clever: two will distract a feeding 
eagle and taunt it into chasing them. Then a third moves in and 
steals the food unless a watchful parent gets there first. In the 
end, when the food is finished and the crows have dispersed, the 
youngsters are escorted, one by one, back to the nest tree. The 
male parent is usually conspicuous by his absence during these forays, 
so it is the female who has to do all the work and running to and fro, 
bringing up the family!* 

Eagles are undoubtedly staging a comeback in Nova Scotia. The 
interesting point is that they are doing so in spite of a dramatic 
reduction of suitable habitat. One is tempted to conclude that 
"suitable" habitat may, in fact, include areas heavily used by man. 
In other words, man and eagles may be able to coexist. I do not 
suppose that eagles will ever become a familiar nuisance as Canada 
Geese seem to have done (see Audubon, Jan. 1982). However, if we 
can persuade hunters to leave them alone, and if we can keep the en
vironment reasonably pollution free, then eagles may become relatively 
abundant once again. In fact, it seems likely that they will become 
one of the most useful indicators of the state of our social and 
ecological environment. Their numbers will certainly reflect the 
sociological and physical health of our ecosystem. 

One possible problem will be food supply. As the natural wilder
ness decreases, so does the population of wild things whose death 
provides food for eagles. Already successful feeding stations have 
been attracting many eagles, particularly in winter. Recently a 
neighbor threw the corpses of a couple of old hens into a field for 
the crows.(Even these avian gangsters have their friends, for they 
are entertaining and useful, if unsightly). In the event, the crows 
did not get their dinner because the Rivendell eagles spotted the 
tasty morsels and dined on a nice fresh chicken apiece. Only a few 
feathers remained. Bird feeders of the conventional kind are not 
quite right, but a platform, high enough to be out of reach of dogs 
and with its legs covered with sheet metal to discourage cats and 
raccoons might serve very well. It would need to be located some 
distance from houses (eagles are not concerned about the smell of 
their food) and timing of feeding would probably be important if one 
wished to discourage crows. Offal and scraps from a butcher make 
welcome provender. 

It seems likely that with good will and some luck we shall be 
able to make eagles a familiar, if not common, part of our environ
mental experience. No matter how common they may become, eagles 
will always give pleasure to the beholder by their majesty and grand
eur, by the beauty of their flight, by their evident love and affect
ion for mate and family, and by the endearing (if unconscious) humor 
of their family life and behavior. 

* The editor has warned me about falling into the unscientific sin 
of anthropomorphism--but you can see how difficult it is to be 
strictly objective about eagles! 
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TRAGIC REALITY 

When we are always on the look-out, even if subconsciously, to 
see what goes on in the air around us, it is remarkable how quickly 
we react to the merest glimpse of flight or movement. 

Something flashed past, and although I was not looking towards 
the window, I sensed a strange event. When I looked out, my neighbor 
on the opposite side of the street was standing at her window with a 
look of utter astonishment on her face. Just at the level of her 
eyes, a few feathers fluttered on the glass and an object was still 
in the act of falling to the grass. I ran over and picked up the 
body--a lovely female grouse with a broken neck. My neighbor said, 
"But there were two birds." 

Well, you know what the other one had to be. Some kind of hawk 
(and I'm not sure it's a 8harpshin) has been cruising around here for 
a week. I had one short glimpse of it, and have had reports of "a 
hawk" from other people. If it is a Sharpshin, it is an immature 
female. She must have chased that grouse for a mile, there is no 
nearer place that a grouse would be. If they flew in a straight line, 
and they probably did, they must have come from about the head of the 
Sanctuary lake--a good place for grouse, incidentally. I've seen 
them there at various times of the year. It is a wet place with 
wire birch, pin cherry, and other things grouse like. 

The hawk had enough strength left to dodge around the corner of 
the house and be gone. However, the poor grouse was flying desperate
ly, much farther in one stretch than it could be expected to do. It 
was already pretty low when it struck the window and would have been 
forced down in a few seconds more. 

We stroked her and admired her beautiful spring plumage. The 
little body felt much warmer than I would have expected, in fact, 
burning hot, and no wonder, after that mighty effort. I took her 
home and disected her; not very scientifically, I admit. However, 
here is what I found out--

I should have weighed her first, to get her exact weight, but I 
forgot that part, even though when I first picked her up I thought 
that she seemed much heavier than I would have expected. 

She was feather-perfect, not a blemish on a single plume, so soft 
and fluffy, probably her new spring coat. 

The crop was totally empty, but in the gizzard--a large gizzard 
for so small a bird--was about a teaspoonful of some sort of round, 
orange-brown seeds, rather like radish seeds, as well as a small 
quantity of something smaller that may have been grass or thistle seed. 
I should have kept these seeds and sprouted them or sent them for 
identification. You see, I told you I didn't do it at all well from 
a scientific viewpoint. 

The intestine contained what may have been digested grass or 
something similar. 

The tiny heart would easily lie in a teaspoon and seemed woe
fully small to pump the blood that drove her on her last desperate 
flight so far and so fast. 

There was no fat on the bird at all, not a particle, along the 
back or over the kidneys, as one sees in the birds shot in autumn. 
Game birds are not fat but sometimes there is a little bit under the 
skin on the back. 

She contained almost two dozen tiny eggs. The largest ones were 
not much bigger than the head of a pin; the rest were smaller. 

I mourned her demise, thinking of the previous winter, just past, 
that she had survived, with no shelter but the warm quilt of her 
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own feathers. It seemed sad that she had to be cut off just as the 
easier living is beginning. 

So, I browned her in butter, braised her in chicken stock, and 
ate her with reverence, in admiration of her fortitude. 

--Sara MacLean 

INDEX TO LANSDOWNE BIRD BOOKS 

PETER PAYZANT HAS PREPARED A CONS..OLIDATED INDEX TO THE FIVE 
BOOKS OF BIRD PAINTINGS BY J, FENWICK LANSDOWNE, (BIRDS OF THE 
NORTHERN FOREST, BIRDS OF THE EASTERN FOREST, VoL, I & VoL, II, AND 
BIRDS OF THE WEST COAST, VoL, I & VoL, II), THIS INDEX ALSO INCLUDES 
NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS OF PREY BY WILLIAM MANSELL WITH PAINTINGS BY 
NovA ScoTIAN-BORN GARY Low, 

ANY INTERESTED READER OF NOVA SCOTIA BIRDS MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF 
THIS INDEX BY SENDING $1,QQ AND A STAMPED, SELF-ADDRESSED 8 1/2 X li" 
ENVELOPE TO: PETER PAYZANT 

Box 15, SITE 8, R.R.l, 
WAVERLEY, N.S. BON 2SO 

APOLOG.IA 
April 1982 Issue 
1. Page 15. House Sparrows, line 3 should read "{•72x25)"--the radius 
of the count circle. Sorry P.R.D., there's no 11' on the typewriter 
and we forgot to draw it in. 
2. Page 13. Mockingbirds, line 6 should read Multiflora not Floribunda 
{obviously SC is no horticulturalist.) 
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When we published the following article in July of 1974 (reprint
ed by permission, from the January-February 1973 issue of BIRDING) it 
was enthusiastically received. Several people have requested a re
print, and, as we have many new members since the original came out, 
here it is--

THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF BINOCULARS 
by Bob Entwistle 

All of our specialties seem to develop secret languages. The 
computer people have developed their secret language to the point 
where they can print a whole page using only a few English words. 
But I have a cook book which starts off with three pages of definit
ions, so the technologists are not alone. 

In sizing binoculars the optical industry seems to have reached 
some sort of secret language peak. They use three numbers but only 
print two of them on the binocular. The third mysterious number, 
which will turn out to be not very mysterious at all, is just as im
portant as the other two. 

So with a lot of plain English and just a little arithmetic,we 
will try to unravel what that 7x35 means to a practical birder and 
uncover the mystery of that third number. In doing so, we will try 
to make sure that your next pair of binoculars, or your first pair, 
are exactly what you hoped they would be. 

THE FIRST NUMBER 

In thinking about this article I wondered what could be said 
that had not been said a million times over in similar articles. I 
mentioned that problem to my friend, Gottfried Rosehdahl, who is a 
Fellow of the Optical Society. 

This led Gottfried, as questions like this do, to very carefully 
fill his pipe and light it. Then with a truly Wagnerian smoke ring, 
he said, "Binoculars don't magnify things." Now we all know that the 
first number of the binocular descriptor, a 7x35 or a 6x30 for in
stance, means the power of the binocular or that it magnifies things 
6 or 7 times. 

"The binocular doesn't make the thrush look as big as a hawk, it 
makes it look like a close thrush," he added. And what appeared to 
be a piece of whimsey turned out to be a very precise definition of 
the first number. 

In a 7x35 binocular it means that whatever you look at appears 
to be at a distance of 1/7 of its actual distance. And because it 
appears closer, it appears larger, in fact seven times larger. 

The binocular does magnify or.e thing to our disadvantage. we 
can't hold a pair of binocula~s without our hand shaking a little. 
Unfortunately, that small unsteadyness of your hand is magnified by 
the power of the binocular, or by 7 times in the example above. 
Therefore, the higher the power, the closer things appear to be, and 
the more unsteadyness of your hand is magnified. 
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Binoculars having a power of 6 or 7 are most commonly used for 
field work. Eight power binoculars present an uncomfortable unsteady 
image to most people and the common 10 power binoculars should only 
be used with a steady rest if you want to see any details at all. 

Most people are as disturbed by the unsteady movement of the 
outside edge of the hole or field, as they are by the movement of the 
object. Experienced binocularists (please don't check your dictionary 
for that one) have apparently learned to follow the small movements 
of the object and have taught themselves to ignore the larger move
ments of the edge of the field. 

THE SECOND NUMBER 

The second number of the binocular descriptors is the diameter, 
in millimeters, of the front entrance pupil of the lens and refers 
to the light collecting ability of the lens. The larger it is, the 
more light collected. 

THE THIRD NUMBER 

Probably the most important number on the binocular descriptor 
is the third number and that number is never printed on the binocular 
at all. (If we keep things a little mysterious our jobs seem more 
important.) The third number is equal to the second number divided 
by the first number. For a 7x35 binocular the third number is 
35+7=5. For a 6x30 binocular the third number is 30+6=5 and for a 
7x50 binocular it is 50+7=7.l. Now you probably just did what we all 
do and skimmed over that arithmetic. Go back and get it firmly in 
mind, because it is very important to the relative brightness of 
binoculars. 

RELATIVE BRIGHTNESS 

Most binoculars give the eye more light than it can use in full 
daylight and appear to have good images. At da~m or dusk, however, 
when the light is poor, the size of the third number is critical to 
a bright image. 

That mysterious third number is simply the diameter of the 
exit pupil or the beam of light coming out of the binocular and into 
your eye. In bright sunlight the iris of your eye has a diameter of 
around 2 or 3 millimeters. Any third number of exit pupil diameter 
larger than 2 or 3 mm is larger than necessary and produces a good 
bright image. 

At dawn or dusk the iris of your eye approaches 7mm in diameter 
to compensate for the reduced light. If the exit pupil diameter of 
your binocular is smaller than 7 mm you may notice that the image in 
the binocular is somewhat dim. 

For instance a pair of 7x35 would have an exit pupil diameter of 
35+7=5 mm and would appear to have a good bright image in strong 
daylight. Under poor light conditons, however, you would probably 
notice that the binocular image is somewhat less bright since it is 
smaller than the enlarged iris of your eye. 

Relative brightness is proportional to the area of the beam of 
light exiting from the binocular, or the simple square of the exit 
pupil diameter. Therefore a pair of 6x30s would have an exit pupil 
of 30+6=5 mm and a relative brightness of 5x5=25. A pair of 7x50s 
would have an exit pupil of 50~7=7.l and a relative brightness of 
7.lx7:1=50. Given two relative brightnesses of 25 and 50, one would 
appear twice as bright as the other in poor light. They would be 
equally bright in good light. 
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However, the eye's ability to see detail is not proportional to 
relative brightness as might be assumed. It is well recognized that 
as the light available to the eye falls off the amount of detail that 
the eye can see falls off very sharply. Therefore, even small re
ductions in relative brightness can have a large effect on the ability 
to see detail. 

Now we can take all of the common binocular sizes and list them 
by size and relative brightness. 

Binocular Size Exit PUEil Diameter Relative Bri~htness 

6xl5 2.5 mm 6.25 
8x30 3.75 mm 14.1 
9x35 3.9 mm 15.2 
6x24 4.9 mm 16.0 
6x30 5.0 mm 25.0 
7x35 5.0 mm 25.0 
8x40 5.0 mm 25.0 

10x50 5.0 mm 25.0 
7x50 7.1 mm 50.5 
8x56 7.0 mm 49.0 

Binoculars with a relative brightness of 16 would be fine for 
strong daylight but their image would appear somewhat less bright 
and poorer in detail if there is even a dark cloud overhead. Relative 
brightnesses of 25 produce glasses of good daytime quality but which 
fall off in brightness and detail at dawn or dusk. The so-called 
night glasses, having a relative brightness of 50, give the average 
all it can see under all lighting conditions. 

BINOCULAR WEIGHT 

The lighter the binocular, the easier they are to hold steady 
and the longer you can use them comfortably. The construction of the 
binoculars is very important to their weight. But the most important 
factor is the quantity of glass in the binoculars. Generally, the 
larger the entrance and exit pupils the more glass is required and the 
heavier the binoculars. 

RECAPITULATION 

We have discussed three basic characteristics of binoculars. 
These are the magnification, the relative brightness and the weight. 
These values are highly inter-related and tend to both add and de
tract from your comfort in using the binoculars. 

The magnification makes things appear closer and 
but it also magnifies the unsteadyness of your hand. 
binocular the harder it is to hold them steady. But 
the binocular the less light that is available under 
conditions and much detail is lost. 

easier to see 
The heavier the 

the lighter 
poor lighting 

For instance, a 6x30 binocular has the same relative brightness 
as a 7x35 binocular and gives a somewhat smaller image. But because 
the 6x30 has less glass, it is probably lighter and easier to hold 
steady. It is very possible that you can see more detail in 6x30s be
cause you can hold its image steadier than the larger image of the 
7x35 glasses. 

Which binocular size is best for you under the conditions you 
want to use it is a very personal choice. Your best approach is to 
gain a good working knowledge of the three descriptors of the bin
ocular and then try out the various sizes to see which of them is 
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TESTING BINOCULARS 
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These tests are relatively simple and practical. They might be 
the tests conducted by an optist for they probably tell more about a 
binocular than less practical measurement on an optical bench. Like 
everything else they require a little experience to use well so try 
them on a few different binoculars. 

COLLIMATION: The two oculars must be aligned so that their 
optical axes are parallel or you will see two images or in cases of 
slight mis-alignment there might be just a vague but definite dis
comfort. To test for mis-alignment place the binoculars on a steady 
rest, such as an open book, so that you can look through each ocular 
separately. Select an object such as a telephone pole and move the 
binoculars so the pole is close to the edge of the field of one 
ocular. Then check the other ocular. If the telephone pole appears 
to be in the same position in both oculars your binoculars are aligned 
horizontally. 

Now select an object near the bottom of the field and repeat the 
process. Lastly place the telephone pole in the center of the field 
and see if both images are straight up and down. If you can't be 
sure that you see mis-alignment, after very careful observation, your 
binoculars are probably well aligned. 

OPTICAL QUALITY: Binoculars are all optically imperfect. There
fore, in order to determine optical quality you should gain some 
experience at judging various binoculars and then make decisions on 
quality only when testing binoculars side by side. There are three 
relatively simple tests. 

OPTICAL DISTORTION: Use a good steady rest and look at a 
straight object like a telephone pole through one ocular. Move the 
image of the pole from the center to the edge and notice that toward 
the edge the pole appears slightly curved. This is distortion. It 
may be found in all binoculars but is probably not very noticeable 
in the highest quality glasses. In comparing one binocular with 
another, the pair with the lowest distortion is probably of better 
optical quality. 

CHROMATISM: Use a good steady rest and look at a black telephone 
pole less than 50 feet away. The pole should be a nice new black one 
or any other sharp black edge. With the pole in the center of the 
field look carefully at the edge of the pole and try to see small 
colored fringes. The color might be red, green or blue or any color 
in between and might have the quality of a section of a rainbow. Now 
move the pole toward the edge of the field and see how much the color 
field increases. 

In good glasses there will be no fringe in the center of the 
field and a very moderate fringe toward the edge. In poorer glasses 
the chromatic edge will exist in the center of the field or increase 
greatly toward the edge. In comparing glasses the smaller the color 
fringe toward the edge of the field, the better the optical quality. 

COMA: If you looked at a star field, using a good steady rest, 
the central stars should be bright round points. Toward the edge of 
the field the stars in a poor pair of binoculars might become softer, 
less bright and might be longer than they are wide as if smeared out
ward. This condition may be found to some degree in all binoculars 
and is a good comparative measure of optical quality, 



BOOK REVIEW 

The Thick-Billed Murres of 

Prince Leopold Island 

A study of the Breeding Ecology 
of a Colonial 
High Arctic Seabird 
by 
A.J. Gaston and D.N. Nettleship 

This monograph documents the results 
of an intensive three-year study of 
the Thick-billed Murre uria lomvia in 
the Canadian high arctic. It is the 
sixth in a series of M.onographs 
published by the Canadian Wildlife 
Service of Environment Canada. 

The text covers all aspects of the 
breeding biology and ecology of the 
Thick-billed Murre and provides im
portant tools for the management of 
murres and other seabirds. The in

formation on behaviour and ecology should appeal to anyone interested 
in the problems confronting birds inhabiting extreme polar environ
ments. 

In Chapter I, the authors describe the study area and their approach 
to the investigation. Chapter II describes attendance and behaviour 
of the species at the colony and includes an outline of the methods 
used to determine the size of the breeding colony. In Chapter III 
the authors analyse the timing and success of reproduction. Chapter 
IV describes egg size and colour and features of chick growth and 
diet. Chapter V reviews the morphology and diet of adults, and out
lines foraging and food-finding characteristics of the population. 
In Chapter VI the authors integrate and synthesize their information. 

The monograph also includes 28 appendices which provide a baseline for 
accurately monitoring population levels of murres and an opportunity 
for making direct comparisons with populations elsewhere. 

The monograph is illustrated with colour and black and white photo
graphs and includes 87 tables and 127 figures, 350 pages. 

Copies are available from local bookstores or by mail from the Can
adian Government Publishing Centre, Supply and Services Canada, Hull, 
Quebec KlA OS9. 

Price in Canada: $(Can.) 32.00 
Other countries: $(Can.) 38.40 
Price is subject to change without notification. When ordering,please 
refer to: 

Canadian Wildlife Service Monograph No. 6 
Catalogue number CW65-7/6E 
ISBN 0-660-10857-7 
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